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2 1. 
Remote Sensing Evaluation Report 
A. G E N E R A L  
A s  part of a Centre init iat ive,  through the Office of the Vice-  
President, Planning, to examine certain Centre policies, activit ies 
and prcqrames, it was decided to  evaluate four of f i w  projects 
wfiich the Centre had supported in the f ield of remote sensing. (1) 
'MISSION 
The recruited team camprised Tony Price ,  ex-Centre Regional Director 
a t  both WAR0 and m, and B i l l  Bruce of the Canada Centre For mte 
Sensing (02RS). The f o m r  was selected for his familiarity with 
Centre policies and practices and experience i n  developing countries, 
particularly of Africa; the l a t t e r  for his knowledge of remrte 
sensing, and especially of its appliaations, and i n ~ l ~ t  in 
international progr-s of the CCRS. 
3. MISSION O R ~ Z A T I O N  
The general period allocated t o  the evaluation was s ix  weks of 
which four weeks =re allocated t o  visiting the four selected 
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project sites and the balance to preparatory meetings and studies, 
and final report writing. 
Various metings were held in Ottawa be-en July and November 
1979 involving J. Woolston, and D. Daniels, M. Brandreth, R. &blond, 
A. Price and B. Bruce. !lkm of refemce and objectives were 
defined and the individual project leaders were contacted by cable, 
letter and, in several instances, by the responsible F&gio&l 
Office as wel l .  Project visits =re made in the month of November 
1979 to Mali, the Sudan and Tanzania. The team also travelled to 
South Ammica but was unable to visit Bolivia due to a coup d16tat 
in the country. 
Particular appreciation was expressed by our hosts over the following 
aspects of the mission's organizatiors 
- notice was given a generous tirne prior to arrival, 
- the letteradvising of the mission was explicit as 
to its c b j e c t i ~ s  (the format of specific questions 
was especially cmplhnted) , and 
- we stayed a sufficient t h  to suit the convenience 
of our hosts and to acccanplish our own work (rather 
than visit "entre avions" as the Malians say, with 
sme feeling, is the carmwm practice of international 
missions caning to their country) . 
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Price had requested that letter copies of a l l  cables be sent. This 
should be "de rig~leur" in Africa. It is possible this was not done 
in a l l  cases as  the Sudanese said they had no word of our precise 
arrival time although a cable with this deta i l  was sent on Octaber 
26. 
The travel p r o g r m  was qui te  punishing. The South America t o  West 
Africa leg was 20 hours. Later, in  one day, Price bent Ekxmko-Dakar- 
Nouakchott-Casablanca-Paris-Geneva (3 flights) and Bruce went E3ama.k~~ 
Paris-Athens-Khartoum in  20 hours, (3 f l ights also) . This goes with 
the work; it is a statement and reminder,nat a grievance! 
The basic objectives =re to evaluate the p e r f o m c e  and results of 
the projects, mre individually than ccanparatively, and to examine 
the mre general issue of the -feasibility and mthodology of the 
transfer of relatively advanced technologies to countries notably 
por in human and material resources, and mte sensing technology 
in particular. 
It has been stated that, s t r i c t l y  construed, the Centre's mandate does not 
include technology transfer but that, nevertheless, in exceptimal 
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instances a r e  the payoff potential is high, such an activi ty should 
not be peremptorily excluded. The formal objectives set for the 
mission were as follows: 
i) to &tennine whether the individual projects have 
achieved their  objectives and whether the project 
act ivi t ies =re efficiently and e f fectively carried 
out; 
ii) to assess whether the project objectives =re 
real is t ic  and achievable with the h m ,  instit- 
utional and financial resources available; 
iii) to assess whether these projects ha- contributed 
to the developrent of scientif ic  personnel and 
institutional capability and whether the capacity 
nuw exists to carry this mrk on with thei r  own 
resouroes; 
iv) to assess whether the Centre's role and invol-t 
i n  developing and supporting these projects has 
been appmpriate and whether it could be changed to 
be mre useful; 
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v) t o  assess whether these projects have made, are 
likely t o  make, or could make any useful contribution 
to the developrent of the countries involved, whether 
in the s h o e ,  mdim or long term; 
vi) to assess whether the results of a project in  one 
country can have any regional benefits; 
vii) to assess whether there wre any general benefits 
between or linkages be- the five projects supported 
in this p r o g r m  or linkages created with other 
countries and organizations involved in the same 
kind of activity; 
viii) to assess he ther  the experience gained i n  these projects 
can or has provided any useful guidelines or methodology 
~ c h  can be used in  the transfer of this or other 
technologies to other develaping countries; 
ix)  to caranent an the appropriateness of the ID= 
supporting this type of p r o g r m  and the value 
or effect of suppxting additional projects of 
this kind in  other develaping countries. 
Ancillary iss-s included the following: 
i) Is mte sensing a technology a t  a l l  relevant t o  
W1s, and mre especially to the poorest mes? 
ii)' Is mmte sensing a technology susceptible to 
transfer f m  an executing agency to a user? 
iii) Was there any "research" in these projects, or 
bere they strictly technology transfer? If the 
latter, should the Centre be involved in such 
an activity? 
iv) Were the project designs adequate and appropriate? 
V) What is the real, b d i a t e ,  potential assimilation 
of the technology, a t  policy and managemnt levels, 
i n  each country? 
vi) Did the project enhance in the countries the ability 
to negotiate access to international landsat data? 
vii) Which training package proved the mst effective 
and appropriate? 
I f  VE may extract f m  the above the mst central issues, they seem 
t o  be: 
- as a result of the Centre-supported activity, is 
there in place in each country a team able to  
carry on remote sensing work? 
- is there a clientele for this team, i.e. are the 
msults of mte sensing perceived by potential 
user's to be useful and being, or likely to be 
used. 
- the general issue of the feasibility of the transfer 
of relatively high technology to poor countries and 
how this might best be accatplished. 
The mission was to make it clear that it was not a project identification 
exercise, nor was it a finaneial and administrative investigaticm. 
?rhe authors of the report have attenpted to  record faithfully what 
of importance and pertinence was said to t h e m  during the mission, 
without intending thereby to suggest that they accept these state- 
mts as fact. Where statemnts have been qrestioned or explained 
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by is division s taff  &rs, and the authors f e l t  it inportant 
t o  record their c m n t s ,  smh c m t s  have been suna~lrized and 
inserted i n  brackets. We believe, for  a report like this, it is 
important t o  knaw what people thihk t o  be the case, o r  what they say, as  
re11 as what is in fact s t r i c t l y  accurate. 
The acquisition and processing of h g e  data f m  sa te l l i t es  and 
aircraf t  undoubtedly l i e s  in the damain of high technology. In 
fact ,  the sophistication of this technology is increasing steadily. 
lkes this say, howver, that the use o r  application of the outputs 
of this technology must also be considered high technology? A 
general definition may help c lar i fy  this question. 
&mte sensing may be described as a process which can assist in  the 
recording, identification and the determination of a maning or  signifi- 
cance of objects o r  p h e n m a  on the earth's surface using sensing 
devices which are not in  physical contact with those objects o r  
p h e n m a .  A s  noted, mte sensing is a process. It contains two 
very dist inct  elenents. The f i r s t ,  using pr imr i ly  &vices which 
extend our natural sense of sight,  is the acquisition of data. The 
canversim of t h i s  data into usefulinfomation about objects o r  
phenmna is the second, and a very separate, elemnt. While the 
f i r s t  depends pr-ily on the knowledge, w r i e n c e  and capabilities of 
the human observer. Although technology tco can aid th i s  l a t t e r  aperation, 
the level is not necessarily high. 
The technology for useful visual interpretation depends upm several 
factors. Primarily it must be appropriate: to the study of the 
desired objects o r  phenomena; to the nature of the problem involving 
these; t o  the precise information needs; and to the capability of 
the human interpreter. 
Although there are same very sophisticated technologies available to  
support these activities, they a m  only occasionally t h e  most appro- 
priate ones. The wight of evidence indicates that,  h the application 
of mte sensing, aperational success more often equates with simpli- 
c i ty  than sophistication in the level of technology selected, with 
principle concern always appropriatene~s. Opinions to the contrary 
usually arise frcm situations where availability of technology is seen 
t o  equate with the need for its application. We, in the developed 
world, are the mst susceptible t o  this temptation. We must take 
caution that this response is not unnecessarily transferred to the 
developing world. 
The four IDX projects, which are the subject of this evaluation 
mission, in fact provide very instructive examples of the consequences 
of the mlicat ion of apprapriate and inappropriate technology for 
the evaluation of m t e l y  sensed data. Whereas mte sensing data 
acquisition and processing are necessarily sophisticated technologies, 
it is clear that the extraction of information from this data need 
not be. T k  human el-t in this  lat ter  process makes the differenae. 
6. REKYlE SENSING ' T ! E E H N ~  'TRANSFER 
This task is not as sinple or direct as it may appear. Successful 
technology transfer, and not only in the field of mte sensing, is 
based upan several elements. A brief review of these e l m t s ,  w i l l  
establish the perspective q a ~  which this  evaluation is predicated. 
a) Access 
Before a l l  else, acaess is vital  and must not be assumed. B a r r i e r s  
t o  access exist. They may be externally hposed(mst, space policy, 
availability of data, etc.) ,  but this is r m l y  the cri t ical  factor. 
The barriers are mre often internal (lack of awareness, lack of 
information, language, etc. ) . The internal barriers must be acaepted 
and overccone i f  the transfer process is to  go beyond this point. 
b) Expertise 
Effective use of technology requizs e w r t i s e .  The devel-t of 
this expertise requires training. Because it is  the application of 
the mmte sensing which is important beyand simple acquisition, 
this traning must be applied to a somd base of discipline expertise 
relevant to the study of earth resources. The human e lemnt  is so 
cr i t i ca l  that no efforts  a t  transfer w i l l  sucoeed without this 
prerequisi te expertise. 
Whereas training can accamplish knmledge transfer, this is not the 
sm necessarily as  capability transfer. F d l i a r i t y  w i t h  the tools 
does not equate with proficiency in  their use. It is, i n  fact ,  the 
apprenticeship which is c r i t i ca l  and this cannot be campressed into 
a "short course". Som provision must, therefore, be made to support 
t h i s  apprenticeship, thmugfi un t i l  adequate proficiency is acquired, 
h m v e r  long, within reason, this m y  take i n  given circumtances. 
The carrying out of this apprenticeship and the oantinued use of the 
technology of course requires the mterial tools. The selection of 
the apprapriate tools is c r i t i ca l  and must be compatible with the 
level of access and ewrtise fostered by the previous stage . 
Those who have the expertise to apply the tools unfortunately are 
infrequently in a position to ensure that there w i l l  be apportmities 
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for  the i r  application. Any technology transfer programne must 
therefore cmsider the c r i t i ca l  importance of the m a g e r .  Without 
the actim support and direction pK]Vided by i n f o m d  and capable 
magerclent, the infusion of new technology, h m v e r  useful, w i l l  be 
slowed or  s t i f led .  A conscious ancl specific e f for t  must therefore 
be directed a t  managemat t o  ensure that available expertise is 
utilized Wf'd3-r possible to the best advantage. 
f) Mandate 
The acquisition of mte sensing is not an end in i t s e l f .  I f  z a l  
benefits of the technology are to be f e l t ,  it can only be through an 
agency which has an operational mandate t o  acquire and use the kinds 
of information rhich mte sensing can help provide. In few cases 
can developing countries afford the luxury of groups engaged in 
abstract technology research for its own mrit. %search can and 
must be encouraged, but tmard aperational o r  applied goals. ?bus 
the choice of a group or  agency t o  be the core of any technology 
transfer effor t  may be ammg the most inportant decision made to 
this pint. 
This l a s t  el-t is often ignored or,  if recognized, is avoided because 
those who are scientifically involved in technology transfer rarely ha= 
the weer to influence it. One has prcceeded to th i s  stage on the 
assunptims tha t  knawledge of resources is a prerequisite for  intel- 
ligent develapment and that  it is to the ends of resource inventory 
evaluation and managemmt that  remJte sensing can make its contribution. 
I f ,  however , there is no positive, meaningful policy c d t m n t  which 
recognizes the need for such activi t ies,  and co-ordination and comrtuni- 
cation m g  the various resource oriented ministries and agencies, 
a l l  other efforts  are ephemral. 
In the absence of policy camitrrent, work can still go on, advances can 
be made i f  very slowly and resource understanding can be increased - but 
all to what end? Policy can, of course, be influenced. It will  most 
effectively be i n f l m c e d  by active agencies with ccaopetent managent 
which grasps the technology; vhich is confident in  the e x p r t i s e o f  its 
staff;  which provides the necessaq support for  expertise t o  be exercised 
effectively and wh ich  is convinced of the usefulness of the technology 
for national development. 
Whnology transfer sounds l ike  a very involved and catplicated process 
and, indeed it is. Although a donor agency cannot and would not wish to 
control all of the foregoing e l m t s ,  recognition of their bportance 
can be of v i t a l  assistance in  our awn planning and selection process and 
especially in  our perception of the realitites and practical i t ies of 
technology transfer to any g i m  less-developed country. 
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B. I N D I V I D U A L  P R O J E C T S  
1. PR(xEms VISIT P I i O G m  
Latin Amrica: Bruoe -- November 1-10 
Sudan: 
Price -- J!Jovmbr 3-7 
Bruce -- Novt?Jnber 12-16 
Price -- November 9-15 
Both -- Noventer 17-21 
Tanzania: Both - N c n m h e r  22-28 
DLE to  the Bolivian s i t u a t i a ,  which caused Bruce and Price t o  await 
deve1cpmt.s respectively i n  Lim and Bogota, the team toak a l i t t le 
t h  to assable in Africa. It, nevertheless, arrived in Bamako on 
schedule. Generally,  or^ day in each African country was spent 
establishing that the team had care when it said it was caning. 
Thereafter, p r o g r m s  *re generally ~ 1 1 ,  cooperatively and 
courteously arranged and most of the people w e  wished to see either 
attended the metings or otherwise WE mde available for i n t e ~ e w s  . 
Given time constraints and the nature of things in the countries 
visited, it was not possible either to visit rural areas or  to meet 
with many so-called "policyinakers " . 
A t  the f i r s t  rtleeting, ws muld explain the objectives of the evaluation 
and go through the specific p s t i o n s .  This muld be follmed generally 
by rtleetings with trainees, examination of equipment, reviewing themtic 
maps, etc. Then them would be a wrap-up meetinq of a general nature. 
With s l ight  variations this format was followed in a l l  three countries. 
2. BOLIVIA 
A s  a coup d ' s t a t  occurred the day the mission was t o  arrive i n  La Paz, 
it did not carry out this pr-t of the evaluation. Instead L.R. Beltran, 
the Assistant Bqional Dimctor at  LARO, was given copies of the mission's 
doamnts  relating to the Bolivia project, and briefed generally on its 
objectives, and i t w a s  t o  be decided by the VPP i f  he should carry out 
an evaluatim as best he could when conditions in the country permitted. 
Fram a l l  that the mission heard, Carlos B r o c k m m ,  the Project Director, 
is a m of unusual abi l i ty  and ccarmitrnent and i f  t h i s  project m y  be said 
to have o u t - p e r f o w  the others , t h i s  is attributed mre to th i s  fact  
than necessarily t o  superior inst i tut ional  conditions and human r e s o w s  
in h is  country. It is not unusual in the less-develaped countries, with 
trained people still  in short supply, and whem an outstanding individual 
can have an extraordinarily positive impact, to see the activi ty for which 
he or  she is responsible perfonn significantly above what may be considered 
the national nonn. 
("All too fxquently, in those developing countries where mte sensing 
hasmen  hold, it has often been canfined to a single agency under 
the direction of a single dedicated specialist. Thus, there is a 
need t o  develq networks and linkages, both internally and externally." - 
&mill Canitz USAID). 
(In fact Mr. Beltran did go t o  Bolivia in mid Decerriber to carry out 
the evaluation. He s u b s e q ~ ~ ~ ~ t l y  prcduced a substantial, technical 
report which obviously involved a great deal of study and effort on 
his part. Because of the wide diffem-m in approach, content and 
style betmenhis report and the reports on the Africa projects, it 
was not fe l t  they could practically be ch ined .  
B i l l  Bruce made many margin cxments on, and qualifications to, 
statemmts in the Beltran report which should be carefully r ev i ew  
before any separate publication of it is made. It should be cautioned 
that, because i t read as a technical report by a scientist in the 
discipline, it w i l l  be judqed as such. Again, as an ostensibly technical 
report by a non-technical person, it was not fe l t  useful toopen up 
what could be an interminable dialogue bethem technical and non-technical 
people by recording here Mr. Bruce I s  specific camru3nts etc. on the 
Beltran report) . 
3.  MALI 
a) Mission P~~ 
It being the mcca pilgrimage seasm, and a kmlay f l ight  to Bamako 
not being indicated in  the Airline Guide, when Bolivia was c a n d l e d  
Price thought it best t o  carry on t o  Bamako as soon as  possible and 
arrived No&r 9. Bruce, t rawl l ing  from Lima, Peru, arrived 
November 1 2  as  originally eheduled. (In the event t h i s  Mnday 
fl ight  had been cancelled the three previous Mndays). 
Contact was bmdia te ly  established No&r 10 w i t h  Hilarim Traore , 
Directeur -6ral Adjoint of the Direction Naticnale de laG6ologie et 
des Mines, f i c h  is part  of the Mini&re du Mwlappement Industriel. 
S&ou Diallo, the Directem, was absent that  day. 
On N o w b r  12, Price mt  briefly w i t h  Diallo t o  arrange a programre. 
A t  t h i s  meting, a written response to the questions posed in  our 
let-r was produced. It is attached herewith as  Annex I. 
A general meting was held November 13 a t  which =re present, in 




D i r e c t e u r  Ghgral  Adjoint 
Samake, Cyr Mathieu Chef, Bureau des Etudes 
Diallo, M x k a r  (alias Hydrog60logue (bningrad) 
Mamadou, brother of mou)  
B o d ,  Seydou @OFa~he 
Agm-@olW-=, 
Institut de 1 'Econde W a l e  
That afternoan, a further m&3ng was held with mctar Diallo, B o d ,  
Dourrbia and Oummne Abdou Maiga who had just arrived fmm holidays 
after a difficult journey f m  Gao, having travelled to Barrako especially 
for the metings. ( m o u  Diallo and O.M. Maiga mre the Malian part- 
icipants a t  the Nairobi meting.) 
A "r6union de sythzse" was  scheduled N o h r  14.  Unfortunately it 
only got underway an hour and a half late, a t  the end of the day, and 
without the D i ~ c t e u r  Gh6ral who, allegedly, was detained by his 
Minister. (He carre t o  the airport the next morning, a t  il : 700 , t o  
apologize. ) 
A n h r  of at-s rere made to see a Miss Gail Chance of USAID, 
who is Progrmm Officer there for a pending USAID-supported remote 
sensing project, but, whether deliberately or otherwise, she was 
neEr in w h m  re called and did not respmd t o  s e ~ r a l  messages w e  
left. 
On Novmber 15, Bruce  met  w i t h  M. Diallo and A. M g a  as ell as  other 
interested staff a t  the Direction National de l a  G&logie e t  des Mines. 
The purpose of these discussions was to =view the research and mpping 
activi t ies carried out under IDFC spmsorship. The mission was also 
anxious i n  such m t i n g s  t o  encourage the expression of participant 
reactions in a more informal atmosphere. It is  apparent that  both 
Diallo and Maiga have the interest and ab i l i ty  t o  develop interesting 
and potentially useful topics of research incorporating remyte sensing. 
b) Project Nesotiations 
A s  it is of course virtually everywhere, and regardless of the fact  
that the ERTS Mali Bureau was established in 1970, remrte sensing is 
a relatively new activity i n  Mali.The Ministry, r e  believe, had never 
dealt before with the IDFC, which also was probably pretty gxeen in 
the field. This undoubtedly accounts for s m  misconceptions, mis- 
understandings and errors referred t o  l a t e r  on. In particular, the Malians 
claimed they WE unable t o  estimate accurately h w  much time it would 
take to do particular phascs and operations. They expressed the opinion 
that the project ended just as  results. wre beginning to show. 
A good deal of c m ,  generally, should be taken to asoertain that the 
proffered local m t r i b u t i o n  is rea l i s t i c  (which, nevertheless, w i l l  
always be d i f f icu l t  for a dmor to determine diplamatically). In 
particular, the vehicle arrangements were quite unrealistic i n  the 
circumstances of Mali. 
It must be borne in  mind that a poor country w i l l  often a m  to
alrtlost anything as  the local contribution, no mtter hcw unrealistic 
i n  k r m s  of its resources and capabilities, because a mre important 
concern is t o  ''have a project" which w i l l  bring external financing and provide 
jabs and equi-t and perhaps some training as  ~ 1 1 .  It is f e l t ,  
i f  it is consciously cmsidered a t  all, that these things can be sorted 
out l a t e r  on. 
As the project was fully drafted by Marradou Konat6, Directeur of the 
Direction de l a  G6ologie e t  des Mines from 1970 to 1975, the afore- 
lrrentioned shortcomings and mis judgmnts seem less easily explained. 
It should be enphasized here hawever that M. KonatS had little 
involvemat with the actual carrying out of the project drafted. 
c )  Pmject Schedule 
As best ws could ascertain, the schedule appears t o  have been approx- 
imately as f o l l m :  
Late April-mid-Septaher 
1977 
November 1977- April 1978 
April-June 1978 
- introduction t o  the subject; 
- logist ical  organization 
- f i r s t  training period (in France) 
- f ie ld  w r k  
- second training period (in France); 
- f inal  report 
It should be noted that  in Mali, because of the rainy-dry seasmal 
pattern, aperations in a year are divided a s  follows: 
July4ctober (rain) "hivemaget' ( logist ical  preparations) 
Octaber-J~ly (dry) "canpagne " (f ield mrk)  
This pmject  only had one "campaqne" for  f ie ld  work and everybody 
£elt it should have had t m  ?he f i r s t  "canpaqnett raised questions 
f i c h  should have been tackled i n  the second '%anpagnet'. The real 
mrk really began m l y  in April 1977 so the effective l i f e  of the 
project was 1 4  months instead of the intended 20. 
The CCL is dated October 21, 1976, and was accepted by the Malians on 
February 18, 1977, so theoretically the project could have run unt i l  
Octokr, 1978, which still muld not have a l l w d  t-, assming there 
were unexpended funds, for the desired second "carpagne" of another 
mund of f ie ld  mrk. The Malians, incidentally, feel  there were 
unexpended funds, i f  perhaps not enough t o  finish praperly. Is this 
so? 
Allegedly R. Mlond  insisted that  the project end i n  accordance w i t h  
the stipulated a g r e a m t  teymination l i m i t  and an extension was never 
seriously considered by IDIEC although it may have been perhaps i f  
solicited un officially. 
It was subseguently explained t o  us that funds advanced had not been 
properly accounted for and IS Division and Treasurer could not recomnmd 
further payrents until  they wre. 
Tim superficial -nts: 
- The project got underway a couple of mths la t e  vhich 
accounts for some of the project th without a c c m  
pli-t . 
- In future, in  preparing project schedules for countries 
with seasons f i c h  s t r ic t ly  determine rhat  kind of work 
can be done, and where and vhen, care should be taken 
that the schedule is as amsonant w i t h  this cimumstance 
as possible. 
d) People 
S . Diallo appears a b i t  disorqanized, indefinite, perhaps a l i t t le burnt 
out. Traore, a Grenoble-trained geologist (mining engineer?) , is composed 
and impressive, M. Diallo is quick, perhaps mrcurial,  and forthcmhq. 
Dombia and Maiqa exhibited considerable professional interest,  serious- 
ness and enthusiasm. The others, Wo were less involved in the project, 
l e f t  no particular inpression wrth reporting upon. 
The principal trainees m the project were: M. Diallo, O.M. Maiqa, 
0. D o h i a ,  and Mahammd Ad Hamty.  Only the tw f o m r  are presently 
w i t h  *e ERE3 Mali unit in  the "Direction". Dombia is with the 
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Ins t i tu t  de 1'~~oncanie W a l e  (working on s o i l  maps) and HamMty is 
the forestry officer in Sikasscl Sine Camara, who did a mnth's  
training in technologie de traitmmt d'images, is now the Directeur 
of the Ecole Nationale d'Ing6nieurs. They feel that, although several 
have l e f t  rerote sensing activi t ies per se, there still exists a team 
hi& can be re-assembled should there be need, interest  and funding. 
e) Training 
There =re four f u l l  "stagiaires" (Diallo, Maiqa, DoLnobia and Hamnaty) 
and one one-mth cmly "stagiaire" (Sine C m r a  in the specific f i e ld  
of "technologie de traitement d '  images") . 
k l y  the "stagiaires" worked on the project. 
Their present occupations are dealt w i t h  in paragraph d) above. 
For training purposes, image mrk  was separated f m  aerial  photo mrk. 
The training phase w a s  divided beheen visual image interpretations and 
mchine analysis. It is appmpriate that major emphasis was placed on 
establishing a broad background in visual interpretation techniques. 
Current experieme confirms that  human, visual analysis is V h &  for a 
successful application of c q u t e r i z e d ,  image proaessing techniques. 
I f  placed in perspective with user needs, ncwever, these more tech- 
nologically sophisticated techniques can provide muchvaluable support 
t o  visual interpretation. 
Satisfactim generally was expressed w i t h  the training provided and 
organized by the Gro-nt pour le Svelqp?rrent de l a  TBl6d6tectim 
A6mspatiale (QTA) and w i t h  bkx Guy who was i n  charge of the programre. 
N o t  unexpctedly (it is standard i n  Africa) , vehicle arranqemnts 
cam in for criticism. The C& stated that  the recipient would 
provide mintenance ard petrol for five vehicles. The Malians now 
say th i s  should have been expressed as "five vehicle mthsl' of 
maintenance, etc. In the event, it is alledged that a serious 
deficiency of vehicles, spare parts, petrol, e tc .  handicapped the 
work; (No donor has yet  f a tha rd  how to provide, safely and 
effectively, good transport for projects i n  most African countries. 
I f  you provide vehicles, invariably they are roughly driven, poorly 
maintained, and used for other than prbject purposes. I f  you do 
not, you offer  a patent excuse for nm-performance and it w i l l  be 
made every time. ) The Malians say they asked for vehicles and were 
told that "the IDX does not provide vehicles". 
Of the equipment list in  the CL, the Malians say tha t  they did not 
receive the folluwing: 
Densitomter and Magnetarrreter $14,000 
Colour additive viewr 9,000 
C m r a  and Accessories 1,500 
Materials for  Analysis 2,000 
and s ta te  ignorance about why. Also, again for r e a m s  they purport not 
t o  knuw, the project w r k  f i c h  was t o  ke  do^ in  Bamako with t h i s  equip- 
mt was in fact done in France. 
They say that  they understand that the fmds brdgeted for e q u i p n t  
=re transferred to "Training" and uere i n  fact  expended on additional 
training (the second "stage") . They state that  they presently do not 
have the equiptxmt mcessary for image interpretation work and, i n  the 
medium term, must order images f m  outside the country a t  considerable 
cost. Allegedly again, a cansignmnt of small instrurrents and materials, 
p d s e d  to the "stagiaires" i n  Paris by Ikssrs. Buy, Aubrac and Mlond ,  
was never received. 
(It was subseqcently explained to us by IS Diviskon s taff  that, a f te r  
the signing of the project, it was learnt that  mst of the equipment to 
be acquired w i t h  project funds had, in fact,  already been p m W  to ERTS 
Mali i n  1972 by USAID, and &ed uncrated sine. Generally it was 
thought by the IS Division programne officer  and by the consultant 
that the condition of the proanises i n  which equirclent would be placed 
would likely make its provision a waste of mney. As t o  the caroera, 
an expensive Hasselblad being v s t e d  - and, according to B i l l  
Bruoe,  the best for the work - there was concern that  it might not 
l a s t  long in the prevailing local security envircment and with the 
recent history of mismanagemnt of project funds.) 
g) &search and Field Activities 
The f ie ld  work consisted of taking sartples ("forage1') and analysis. 
The lhlians admitted vastly un6erestimting the time required for 
analysis. This is not surprising considering the level of familiarity 
with the various mmte sensinq techniques a t  the outset. There is 
always a tendency, often M v e r t a n t l y  , to over-sirtplify the problems 
involved i n  image analysis and t o  over-estimate the potential unique 
cmtributims. It was inpossible to determine to what extent such 
expectations =re influenced by IDRC's interest  and actions leadinq 
up to the project. 
The f ield program in general must k considered m w h a t  limited in 
effectiveness. While the nature of f ield activit ies appears fa i r ly  
soud, achievtmmt was disappointing. As noted, the reasons given 
for curtailment of planned f ie ld  aperations w e r e  limitations imposed 
by the project schedule and duration and the lack of adequate ground 
transport. 
mbert Leblond paid several visits and they were we11 received. 
JWeqbdy remembered, and spoke highly, of his help and understanding 
(and h w u r l )  . 
hrcier, Guy of W A ,  and a man called Tbrez also paid visi ts .  Guy, 
who was the principal consultant and the p e r m  in charge of the 
training programne, of course visited most frequently. 
Diplomatically, it was asked i f  anybody cam fram the Treasurer's 
Office. The f i r s t  replies were "no". Upan expressim of mild 
surprise by the missim, it was admitted that  Pie-we  Sang of WAEO 
cam "after the project cap le t im"  on $a t r i p  he made "for other 
purposes I t .  
The f ield m& was not ccanpleted and the principal reason given for 
this  was that the tern was too short. This is explained by the 
cmtention that problems appear when you actually do samething and 
they wre iqexperienced and unable to estimate performance times for 
s-thing vh i ch  for them was a new activity. They also comriented 
that  oryanizatims l ike the Gene an= "cristallis&s" (inflexible) 
whm it comes t o  cmsi6ering schedule changes, especially extensions. 
(IS Division personnel have subsequently pointed out s m  of the 
decisions of the Centre *ch, t o  the contrary, suggest a good deal 
of f lexibi l i ty:  e.g, S. Diallo going t o  France t o  a s s i s t  in 
selecting the training ins t i tu te ,  S. Diallo participating in drawing 
up the project schedule, and the re-allocation of f d s  t o  permit 
the record training exercise which was not oriqinally.provided and 
budgeted for; as t o  an extension -none was ever requested formally, o r  
considered there fore. ) 
Specifically, d w  t o  factors of delays in receiving imagery and 
prablems i n  oonducting f ie ld  work, mapping was carried out a t  1: 500,000 
rather than 1:250,000. This represents a fa i r ly  significant redmt im 
in effor t .  On reviewing the outputs of the project, a certain uneven- 
ness is evident. It appears t ha t  the strong direction of the Fremh i n  
training, research and report writing (viz. the second "stage" i n  France 
to c q i l e  results) is  cmspicu~us  in its absence f m  s u b q n t  
act ivi t ies .  
In general, the map p r d m t s  appear adequate. They are, hotever, not 
in a published fomwhich is l ikely to  a t t r ac t  much outside interest. 
There rere p d s i n g  research possibi l i t ies  presented by the m i c i p a n t s  
i n  the f ie ld  of hydro-geology, a particularly important act ivi ty in 
Mali. 
j) Local Capability 
The EWS Mali bureau has been established since 1970. Physical 
premises are poor and totally inadequate. Thanks to the IDFC- 
supported projects there are now two trained peaple working in 
it ful l  time and two and one half others who, while cunmtly  
posted elsewhere, remain available for xemte sensing work should 
the need and resources present themselves. 
A brief vis i t  was paid to the "Ecole Nationale d'In@nieursl' t o  
discuss the curriculum of the geology certificate programre. The 
Ecole Nationale d1Ing&xieurs prodmes three to five geologists a 
year and offers courses in ' topographic' (topography) and in 
"t61~6tection" (mmte sensing) . Its largely expatriate staff 
seems quite cmpetent and there i s  an active counterpart p r o g r m  
airred eventually a t  its ful l  indigenization . The geology p r o g r m  , 
cm brief examination, appears quite demanding and w e l l  balanced. 
It should produce graduates who, while few i n  nunher, could be quite 
capable. 
Although Sine Camara took a little training in "technoloqie pour 
le traitcmmt d'images" there is, in  fact, no laboratory facili t ies 
t o  carry on this wmk. 
The Malians consider th i s  project preponderantly a training exercise 
w i t h  the f ield work, analysis, thematic mapping etc., very ancillary. 
What they presently want, now that they believe they have the 
capability, is a project vhich would be prirrarily a f ie ld  mrk , 
analysis and mapping exercise, with training this tim secmdary. 
of the four (or five) "stagiaires" are still mrking in  the 
Dimtim and c a p r i s e  the "Bureau EFTS Mali" (vhich actually was 
founded in  1970). 
A t  present, the building and other f ac i l i t i e s  of the "Direction" 
are total ly inadequate for the location of expensive equi-t and 
generally for the carrying out of remte sensing applications b e y d  
the mst basic level. 
From a cursory glance, the organization, management and administration 
of the "Dimtion" is not such as  to encourage prospective donors. 
The quality of the trained people and their professional interest  and 
keeness, seems of a high order. But they do not seem t o  have, o r  do 
not appreciate the inprtance of, o r  do not have the opportunity b 
exercise,!-.the m a g e r i a l  and administrative sk i l l s  without which no 
activity can p r o d ~ e  acceptable results. Nor does it seem they my  
be counted upon f m  the i r  superiors. 
Evidently, i f  ve axe t o  have projects in countries l ike  M a l i ,  ve 
rrolst devise a way t o  provide training, guidance and assistance i n  
management and financial administration. In  this m a ,  Mali is a 
wasteland. 
k) Clientele and Future Activities 
According to the people met  i n  the Direction, a n d r  of ministries 
are interested i n  using Landsat imagery, including: 
Minisere du Plan: - fo r  land use planning (e.g. 
for  the recuperation of land 
previously uninhabited because of 
onchocerciasis) 
Mi,nis@re de 1 'Agr i cu l tm  : - land use 
- s o i l  classif icat ion 
- craps i n m t o r y  
There is to be a UNESCO workshop on remste sensing in Bamako i n  June, 
1980. 
USAID w i l l  apparently support a substantial project using an 
independent contractor and Malian counterparts. The object of 
the project is to map, for  the ent i re  arable lands part of the 
country, precisely what areas are suitable for crops and what 
crops. As mt ioned ,  w wre not able to obtain mre infomation 
on th i s  project in Bamako. Information could be obtained 
thraugh E R S  contacts a t  USAID and the Ouagadougou Regional 
mte Sensing Centre. 
4. SUDAN 
a) Mission Progrmm 
?he mission arrived in Khartoum on the evening of Novmker 17 as  
planned. On the 18th initial attempts to locate the Iiemate Sensing 
group by telephone =re abandoned i n  favour of direct  contact w i t h  
the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Natural &sources. In the 
afternoon a brief meting was arranged with Hassan Pbhamadi, the 
Director of the Soil Conservation, Land U s e  and WaterPrograming 
 stratio on. Also present a t  t h i s  preliminary meting =re 
Yousif Yagoub, the m g e r  of the mte Sensing U n i t ,  and t m  of 
the trainees, Yahia I.M. Bushara and Abdelrahim Abdelaziz. ?he 
mission was provided w i t h  a prepared docwent respmding to the 
specific questions posed by the ID=. It is attached herewith as 
Annex 2. 
It was apparent that there was same ignorance about the mission's 
schedule. The Director said he had not received the cable giving 
exact deta i ls  of arrival and had therefore planned a progranm which 
had to be modified. It was agreed that meetings would be held on 
M y  the 19th and Wednesday the 21s t .  Unfortunately Wsday the 
20th was the Islamic New Y e a r  and no formal metings could be 
arranged. Instead, Mr.  Yagoub generously gave up h i s  holiday to 
canduct a f ield excursim t o  an e x p r h n t a l  agricultural station 
approximately 15 lun out of Khartoum. 
The f i r s t  general meeting was convened m I!bnday November 19 and the 




D i m t o r ,  Soil Conservation, 
Land U s e  and Water Progr-g 
Pdministration 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 
Natural I&sources 
Manager, Raw& Sensing Unit 
Soil Conservation, Land U s e  and 
Water Prograrrrning Administratim 
Project Trainee (land use) 
Rural Water Corporation, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and Natural I&sources 
Project Trainee (hydrology) 
Forestry Administratian 
Project Trainee (forestry) 
Not present t m  other trainees, Khalid Ahmd Khalil Ibrahim, 
who is currently stationed outside Khartoum a t  Wad mdani doing 
soil surveys, and Hassan E l  Sheikh E l  Bashir who is currently working 
in s t a t i s t i c s  a t  the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Natural 
&sources. (The sixth trainee, E. Mardi Hassan is presently mrking 
in  C a i r o .  ) 
On Wednesday mrning a rreeting w a s  arranged a t  the National Council 
for  &search (NCR) . This body has been mandated t o  coordinate the 
establishmnt (with FA0 supprt) of a National mte Sensing Centre. 
In addition tm essrs. Yagoub, Bushara and Abdelrakim who are h r s  
of the NCR - sponsored National Comcil for  IWmte Sensing, the 
meting was attended by: 
Saad Wadi ,Secretary Gmeral 
National C w c i l  for  &search 
Abdul Rahrnan A M  E l  Agib Director, Council for  Scientific 
and Technological &search (NCR) 
Hassan JWmmd Hasan 
Geological and Mineral -sources 
!Council 
Survey Department 
University of Khartoum 
College of Engineering 
The purpose of t h i s  meting was to obtain a perspective on the 
status and future of mte sensing act iv i t ies  a t  the national 
level in the Sudan. Much appreciation was expressed to IDX for 
its piaxering support in th i s  f ield,  and hope for its continwd 
interest  and assistance. The awareness of the extent of general 
IDX activi t ies in the Sudan varied greatly amng the particpants. 
The Chairman of the Meting, JW. E l  Agib, noted that  h i s  familiarity 
with this project was minimal since he had been assigned to his  
current post only two weks prior to the mission's arrival. 
Following the meting with the National Council for  Scientific 
%search the mission w s t e d  an apportunity to discuss i n  deta i l  
the work carried out under the I D X  project. S c m ~  considerable time 
was spent discussing with the trainees a l l  relevant aspects of the 
project activities. C m n t s  concerning training, mthdologies,  
results and equi-t a r ~  i n c l e d  a s  appropriate i n  the sections 
of the Sudan report which follow. 
b) Project Negotiations 
Two factors inflwnced cansiderably the negotiation of the project 
agreementfich, in retrospect, had significant shortcanings. It 
was freely admitted that, prior t o  the I D X  project, there existed 
little o r  no indigenous familiarity with mte sensing activi t ies.  
This, of course, made it diff icul t  for  the participants to adequately 
estimate the nature and extent of contributions and goals which 
muld be appropriate and rea l i s t i c  on the part of either donor or  
recipient. One must reflect  on the possible circumstances wfiich lead 
to the s&mission of a praposal t o  IDFC i n  an area where no prior 
exprienae or  even familiarity existed. Thepm-Jqct discussions 
started f m  ground zero. &coqnitian of this factor is therefore 
c r i t i ca l  i n  evaluating the achievemmts, and particularly the 
weaknesses, of the project. Accepting t h i s  a-t lack of prior 
involvemmt in mte sensing it is curious that ,  from 1972, the 
Sudan was selected for relatively intensive efforts  by NASA t o  obtain 
rmxhum sa t e l l i t e  image cmraqe .  It is likley that these effor ts  
were almost entirely expatriate endeavours and t h i s  could explain 
the lack of d-stic interest  and i n v o l ~ t  . 
The second major source of difficulty is without doubt a ronanon one 
and arises from the recipient's seemingly hazy grasp of thephilosophy, 
interests and mthod of aperation of the I D X  (wfiich, given the 
relatively large n d x r  of IDFC projects i n  the country, might be 
expected t o  be better). In usual circumstances a recipient is reluctant 
to risk making specific requests which m y  be outside the donor's 
interests,  or conversely p s t i o n i n g  donor decisions o r  r ecmnda t ions  
which may not be total ly acceptable, or  even refusing samething 
which is offered althouqh it may not be needed o r  even wanted. 
The problem is obviously ca ipundd  when prospective recipients 
deal w i t h  an agency l ike IDRC h i c h  is  "responsive" rather than 
arriving a t  a recipient's door with a kit of things which it 
"does". A s  w i l l  be noted, these factors help to explain certain 
misunderstandings and inadequacies i n  the areas of recipient 
contribution and approach to technology transfer. 
A t  one meeting, ve asked the participants, knowing what they know 
nm, wfiat they would ask for i f  the project -re being ini t iated 
today. The list included: buildings, more equipment (unspecified) , 
r n ~  training (of technicians as -11 as professionals) ,vehicles , 
a photo laboratory and funds to ass i s t  the p m t i o n  (through 
smhars, etc.) of mte sensing i n  the country with ministries 
and services which should use it. 
c) Project Schedule 
The project was f o m l l y  inaugurated in  early June 1975. It ccanprised 
tsm principal operational e h n t s .  The f i r s t  was the training of 
resource specialists. An agreement was reached w i t h  Purdue Ihiversity 
i n  October t o  t ra in  s ix  peaple during a three month course. The 
training phase, which to& place f m  March t o  October 1976, and ms 
mder the charge of M.F. Baurrgardner, also included the prodmtion 
a t  Perdue of 1 : 250,000 Landsat catputer classifications for the 
2 180,000 Ian study area. Following the c q l e t i c m  of training a t  
Purdue the particpants visited the ERdS Data Centre in Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota and the Canada Centre for kmte Sensing i n  Ottawa. 
The second element, the field investigatims and the preparation 
of thematic maps fmm the classified Landsat imagery provided by 
Purdue, began on the mtum of the trainees t o  the Sudan. D r .  
Bamqardner visited t k  study area in  la te  Nownker 1976 for one 
mnth t o  evaluate and assist i n  this process. 
Following a visit by R. Leblond i n  W c h  1977, financial and 
e q u i p m t  acquisition details ~ I E  catpleted. The project was 
concluded in  January 1978. 
Hassan IWmmidi, f m  the mission's limited contact with him, appears 
t o  be a ler t  to his nation's problems and the role of his organization 
in their h a m t  It is also evident that his energies are so 
mnapolized by administrative demands that he can have little l e f t  
for setting goals and policy and for technical participation. Thus, 
although he is familiar with the IDEC sponsond activit ies and 
genuinely a p p r e c i a t i ~  of the important opportunities they provided, 
his grasp of the technicps used appars  superficial. Mr. Mmdi 
was mst generous and coaperative in  his reception of this mission. 
It was obvious that he f e l t  the mission warranted p ~ p a r a t i o n  and 
his personal participation. 
Yousif Yagoub, the manager of the mte sensing unit,  was also one 
of the project trainees. Mr Yaqucb appears canpetent in  his field 
of Land Use  and in tees ted  in the applicatim potentials of remote 
sensing. His abi l i t ies  in the role of manaqer f m  our limited 
cantact, -re much less evident. There appears to have been l i t t l e  
before t o  sustain internal activit ies or  consolidate available 
equi-t and expertise i n  a productive manner. 
It was -hasized what a problem it is t o  keep trained people together 
t o  do mte sensing work when such mrk must, a t  this tim, be mostly 
externally funded and there is no present funding (except FA0 support 
for the krmte  Sensing Centre) . 
Yahia Bushara, a forester, was particularly inpressive, both i n  tern 
of his discipline expertise and his abi l i ty  to relate forestry require- 
ments to  the F&mte Sensing technology d c h  was available t o  him. 
Mr. abdelrahim Adbelaziz , a hydrologist, was samewhat unforthc&g. 
He was, therefore, less camunicative but, upon direct  qtlestioning, 
shawl capnpetence and interest. 
Mr.  E. Mardi Hassan, a geologist and another trainee, was not avail- 
able for discussions but is m t i o n e d  he= as  he is the participant 
who continued on t o  enroll in an M.Sc. program in Purdue. It was 
reported that  he has c q l e t e d  his degree and is currently working 
in mte sensing on a cooprative Sudan-Egypt project i n  Cairo. 
e) Training 
The training was carried out a t  P u r d ~ ~  University i n  Indiana. Ln 
retrospect, the selection of Pwrdm must in s m  ways be seen as  
inappropriate. In the v iew of the trainees, they =re not presented 
w i t h  a choice of training p r o g r m s ,  nor, it must be said, i f  they 
had would they have been able t o  rdce an info- selection. Early 
i n  the training it becan-e obvious that  the overwhelming enphasis a t  
Purdue on ccmputer processing of Landsat data, thouqh perhaps useful 
in absolute terms, was not apprapriate t o  Sudanese needs, fac i l i t i es  
and capabilities. As the trainees put it, they *re training for 
possibilities which did not exist a t  h m .  In response t o  their  
request a small amount of effort  was eventually placed on visual 
interpretation (a c ~ i t i c a l  capability t o  which, it must be rerwnbered, 
the trainees had had no previous exposure) . It was only during their 
visit to the E m  Data e n t r e  in Sioux Falls that  the trainees realized 
that such visual interpretation courses could be available. However ,  
as  the next course was fully hoked and about t o  start, the trainees 
returned t o  the Sudan before a -st was made t o  IDX t o  expand the 
training caponent t o  include smh a course. This -st was sub- 
seqclently turned down by IDX, presumably due to the cost of s ix  return 
air tickets to,  and training courses in, the United States. 
The inappropriateness of the training to the circumstances of Sudan 
was to have significant implications on the conduct and results of 
this aspect of the project. 'Ihe trainees could give no explanation 
for the selection of Purdue other than the fact  that  the Purdue group 
was doing wrk  in the Sudan a t  the t i r e  of the II>X interest, though 
not involving any Sudanese. Undeniably experience i n  the Sudanese 
e.nvimnmmt was a valuable asset offered by D r .  Bamqardner. Hcwver, 
the abil i ty t o  assess and provide access t o  appropriate technology is 
of overriding inportance. Purdue was apparently not in a position to 
p d d e  such access, with results which w i l l  be considered later. 
The out= of the training, inspite of the qwstion of appropriate 
emphasis, was fa r  £ram total ly negative. It is significant to note 
that  this exposure to the technology, togetherwith the trainees' 
discipline expertise, all& them very quickly to the 
level of technology which was wrapria&! in their situatim. This 
perception is  a considerable credit t o  the participants and deserves 
mention. 
It was reported that  mst equipmat and materials to be provided by 
the pro jectkad . in  fact  been received. On the general them of 
equipmznt the SLdanese expressed appreciation for the confidence 
placed in their wyanizations by equiprent local  ma-t of 
finances including purchasing. H a e v e r ,  they noted tha t  in  practical 
tern it is very dif f icul t  for them to purchase equipnent £ran outside 
the country. One hard c m n c y  is c o ~ ~ v e r t d  o local currency it is 
almst inpossible to re-cmvert it. It was for this reason that ID= 
was requested to make equi-t purchases directly. 
Generally, the choice of equiprent pmvided was g o d .  However, since 
the training was cmputer based, and the equipmmt analog based, it is  
evident that it is  not being utilized as fully a s  it might. 
The equiprent has not yet found a permanent h a .  Its current 
t a t p r a r y  location, i n  space soon to be occupied by the Inst i tute 
for  mvimrmntal  Studies a t  the University of Khartoum, is adequate 
(and f a r  superior t o  the premises provided in Bamako). The equipment 
was mved from its former location here the building was taken over 
by a different function. The f inal  intmded location is a t  the 
Forestry Departmnt where the National &mote Sensing mtre is 
t o  be located. The current location served to make the e q u i p n t  
available for  the USAID sponsored course. The tvm major pieces of 
equipmmt, the colour additive viewr and zocm transfer scope, appeared 
wll loaked a f te r  and free of evidence of careless o r  rough treatnmt.  
It should be noted, hobever, that the equiprent had been put into 
service i n  September by a technician frun & University of South 
Dakota. This suggests tha t  such "set-up" was necessary before the 
equipmnt could be used at  a l l .  In fact  the Sudanese rrentioned that 
the equipment arrived w i t h  no set-up instructions and their technician 
experienced same diff icul t ies  which wre not overccm until the arrival  
of the expatriate technician i n  September. W e  got the dis t inct  
inpression that the equipment had been used little, i f  a t  a l l ,  since 
the USAID/South Dakota seminar l a t e r  referred to. 
In futuzle, it muld be w i s e  t o  include provisions for adequate set-up 
both i n  selecting and purchasing major equ ipmt .  E q u i p n t  purchases 
of has type must also include an a-te spares k i t .  Bbst manufact- 
urers can provide such a k i t .  No such provision was made i n  the case 
of the Sudan so that the colour additive viewer has been functioning a t  
less than 2 efficiency dus simply t o  a burnt out temporary lanp and it 
is likely impossible t o  obtain a replacerrent a t  the present time fran 
within the Sudan. These factors of equipmnt suitabil i ty,  set-up, and 
spares a r ~  factors which, i f  not considered, w i l l  undoubtedly soon . 
jeupardize the whole equipmnt investment. Under the conditions 
observed in  mst of Africa, a piece of equiprent i n  need of minor repair, 
i f  not repaired imrediately, can b e c m  unrepairable i n  a disturbingly 
Sho* tim?. 
g) &search and Field Activities 
Although the project, as in the case of Mali, is properly regarded 
primarily as a training and technology transfer exercise, the demonstration 
phase necessarily involved a of research oriented activity. In  
this context, f ie ld  act iv i t ies  were a v i t a l  carponent; necessary t o  
calibrate, verify and extend the results of r a t e  sensing b a d  activi t ies.  
Upon receipt of standard Landsat imagery of the study area the project 
s taff ,  through interdisciplinary consultation and f ie ld  checking, =re 
able t o  c o n d ~ t  a preliminary image evaluation. This p q a r a t i o n  was to 
sem as background for  the image analysis act ivi ty later carried out a t  
Purdus . 
Following the retunz t o  the Stadan af te r  training, i n i t i a l  f ield 
checking confinred the participants' belief that considerable 
revision of the ccanputer mapped lard classes wuld ke necessary. 
From discussims w i t h  the participants, it appears that  approximately 
10% of the area was f ield checked as  an adequate sanple. The site 
selectim for f ield check* was based upun tTnFo cr i ter ia .  The f i r s t  
w a s  necessarily accessibility. This was cdined with evaluation of 
large scale black and white reproductions of the imagery to identify 
"type" m a s ,  transition zones and areas of potential confusion for 
specific f ield investigation. The classified imagery was not found 
useful a t  this stage because of the loss of deta i l  inherent in the 
process. The f ield data obtained through traverse sampling w a s  com- 
bined w i t h  visual interpretatim to produce a map product against which 
to catpan= the conputer prodmt. I n  each of the discipline areas a 
ccarposite map was produced which is in fact  an interpretation of the 
caputer  classified image in  l ight  of f ie ld  experience and visual 
evaluatim of textural and pattern i n fomt ion  not readily available 
from the classified prodmt. 
The participants cancluded that, although the conputer classified image 
yielded units of certain bio-physical relevance, it must be interpreted 
by each specialist to extract information of direct resource relevance. 
The participants acknmledged the u t i l i t y  of the computer techniqes but 
mly  as  a supplexat tc visual image analysis and ground investigation. 
They expressed regret that  their limited corrpetence in visual inter- 
pretation presents the major l i m i t  on the u t i l i t y  of the data. They 
pointed out that  camputerized techniques are currently not available 
o r  apprupriate for  application w i t h i n  the Sudan. Mr. Abdelaziz sub- 
sequently participated in a specialized image interpretation course i n  
hydrology a t  the Nairobi F&gional mte Sensing Centre, which he found 
useful but too brief for the detailed aperational training necessary. 
(In Nairobi USAID is supporting ramte sensing act iv i t ies  vhich are 
located a t  the EX F&gimal Centre for services in surveying and maping.) 
It should be noted that the f inal  mapping was based primarily on Landsat 
derived data. The participants recognized the weakness of dependence on 
a single data s o m e  but mrk under conditions &re little o r  no supple- 
rtlentary o r  ccsnplemntary data is available and there are no r e s o m e s  t o  
collect  it. 
The maps sham to the mission wre manuscript copies. ?hey have not been 
fonnally repmdmed o r  issued. Their value lies primarily i n  the learning 
experience they represent. ntey do, in  addition, provide resource 
evaluation information h i c h  is of use internally a d  has attracted 
external attention and interest on the part  of other msjpries Smh 
mpping could not be exterded to other areas i n  its current form due to 
the unavailability of the c q u t e r  classified data. The mission muld 
not recamend that such extension be encouraged as  long as internal 
capabilities are inadqmte  t o  permit f u l l  participation. 
TPle participants expressed satisfaction with the professional support 
provided by the ID=. R. Ieblond' s v i s i t s  w r e  mst wloame and 
useful. In view of their lack of familiarity with the technology 
to wfiich they w r e  exposed at Purdue, their  request for extension of 
on-site consultant act ivi t ies  is not surprising. 
When w asked i f  managenent support muld have been wlc- from the 
ID=, there was to ta l  silence. % gathexed it would not be wlcm, 
which is not necessarily the sam as not useful or  needed. 
As noted earlier, while vehicle support v.e =re told was an item *ich 
could have been financed internally by the Sudanese, they a t  the sameSame 
tifie reccfmended ( in  - b i r  written report) tha t  ID= should have 
purchased vehicles t o  faci l i ta te  f ie ld  mrk. The unsatisfactory 
vehicle arrangemmt was admitted by the Sudanese as being their  fault. 
The Sudanese apparently r e p s t e d  more equipmmt and an additional 
m t h ' s  training, the funds t o  c m  from the f ie ld  investigation and 
vehicle expenses portion of the budget, but the nquest was refused. 
They seen& to be surprised a t  this, and not sure why. 
IDRC1s policy of working throuqh, and thereby strengthening local 
institutions was praised. It was f e l t  and stated that individual 
projects, independent of local ins t i tu t ims,  tend to die upan 
ccanpletion. 
i) Countemart Performance 
Ihe support provided by the Sudan, for the mst part,  appears to have 
m e t  the s p i r i t  of the ageement. The occasional discrepancies have 
plausible explanaticms. Problems of inflation were cited as  having 
severe impads. It was noted that a regtaest for transfer of M s  f m  
llvehicle support" to "equipment" and "training" was nat acep&d by 
ID=. The Sudanese justification was that  they knew that  Sudan could 
provide the vehicle support from the beginning £ram general budgetary 
msources but that ,  since ID= offered it, the offer was accepted in 
the sp i r i t  that  it represented a larger bud@ which must be available 
and useful a t  a l a te r  date applied, i f  necessary, elsewhere within the 
project. One was st- and impressed with the honesty and frankness 
of this explanation which is quite understandable in  real  world terms. 
Ihere was, haever,  soane contradiction on the point of vehicle support 
since it was also mentioned in the Sudanese written respmse that  vehicle 
breakdcrwn and the unavailability of spare parts adversely affected the 
f ield pmgrm -re is clearly no s-le solution to this problem. 
It is sinply raised as a concern expressed by the participants and one 
which can haw had a significant effect  on the conduct of the project. 
Sudanese interest in  &mte Sensing began as  early as 1972. The 
IDX-Sudan project represents,nevertheless , the f i r s t  substantive 
effor t  on the part  of the Sudanese themelves to participate actively 
in the utilization of m l y  sensed data. While no formal, self- 
sustaining programne even yet exists, the participants in the project 
represent a nucleus of basic expertise with sufficient knowledge, 
experience and confidence to tak a lead in  expanding the i n i t i a l  
technology transfer progranm t o  one of technology expansion . .  and 
diffusion. The basic limitation which must be recognized is the 
inadequacy of training in those low technology approaches to IWmte 
Sensing r&ich are mst w r o p r i a t e  for  use i n  the Sudan. 
Post-project evidence of c m t i n d  and expanding interest  and involve- 
ment in the useof remrtely sensed data is apparent. Provided adequate 
support is forthcaning frcan external sources, internal effor ts  have 
the technical potential for significant impact on resource evaluatim 
in the Sudan. 
The mte Sensing group trained through IDX support is notconsolidated 
administratively, aside f m  Messrs. Abdelaziz and Yagoub, but thwret- 
ical ly can be called upon for joint participation on a short t e r m  
basis. There seems no intention for the present t o  seek any m r e  f o m l  
integration. The former project trainees have mt recently d i n e d  
efforts  as demrmstrators i n  a training course and q q m s i u m  held in 
Khartoum in Septenker 1979 which 30 peaple attended. These activit ies 
%re ooordinated by the University of South Dakota under USAID funding. 
The IDFC provided equipnmt figured prcaninently i n  the progranm. 
These activit ies *re reportedly w e l l  attended, useful and generally 
be11 received. 
k) The Clientele and F u t m  Activities 
The IDFC sponsored project in  the Sudan has p d d e d  the basis for a 
broadening range of cmtacts and interests in the Sudan. 
The process has led to the establishmnt of a National Camnittee for 
mte Sensing and appears likley to culminate in the establishmant of 
a National &mte Sensing Centre under FAO sponsorship. 
m proposed National Amote Sensing Centre's needs i n c l a ,  but go f a r  
beyond support for, research activities. Any consideration of further 
IDFC involverent must certainly consider FAO' s plans w r i e n c e  here. 
A t  present the degree of real  inter-ministerial coordination and coaper- 
ation is not clear. While there seems a general &sire to support a 
national fac i l i ty  where expensive equiptent and specialized expertise 
would be concentrated, there is also an evident desire to maintain and 
even dewlap other Wmte Sensing programres, fac i l i t i es  and expertise 
in various ministries. While t h i s  should not be regarded necessarily 
as a negative situation, the rea l i t i es  of future coordination and the 
risk of duplicatian and w a s t e ,  i n  the national context, should be 
carefully assessed by a donor contemplating support. 
Specific instances of post-project research interests  include: 
- Ministry of Agriculture Food and Natural &sources: 
s o i l  survey, Kordufan &gion 
- Egyptian mte Sensing Centre: cooperative research i n  
the areas of geology and water resources 
- A National Resources Inventory: principally to ass is t  
food prodmtion. Tfie country is mapped mice a year by 
Landsat imagery. In the Sdan there are reportedly 10 
million acres of arable land but it is needed to know 
precisely where, haw much exactly and for what crops 
might particular land be suitable. The l a s t  vegetation 
map of the Sudan dates from 1958 and only 10% of the 
country is considered presently adequately mpped. 
- Six Year Plan: The present (or next ?) six year plan 
provides for m t e  sensing training and two 
ccnrplete mappings of the country. But it is 
doubted i f  the resources could be available for 
this anbitious programre. 
- Desertification: It is hoped, using remote sensing 
technology, t o  monitor desertification and to do 
research in determining the soume of this problem 
(the problem is ccarm~ll t o  many countries but the 
natwe and rate are special t o  particular areas). 
H a e v e r ,  it is apparent and confirm3d by M r .  bWmmadi that few, 
i f  any, research activities in the Sudan, in any field can legit- 
imately be said t o  be self-sustaining without outside support. 
In fact, allocation of available internal r e s o w s  i s  often made 
in consiikration of a program's potential for success in attracting 
foreign support. Therefore, the qusstion of this activity's 
viability rtleasured in terms of evidence of sustained internal support, 
becomes rather unrealistic and academic. 
5. TANZANIA 
a) Mission P r ~ ~ ~ a m r e  
Price and B r u c e  arrived i n  Dar-es-Salaam as scheduled on the m d n g  
of N o h r  22. The mission was met an arrival  by D r .  Bruas King 
ODM/BRALUP. After an overnight f l ight ,  m c i m l y  only a brief 
meting was held that day to f i x  the programre with BRALUP (Bureau 
of &source Assesmnt and land U s e  Planning) , the project executing 
agency and a part  of the Lhiversity of Dar-es-Salaam. 
QI N m x k e r  23 the mission mt at  BRALUP with D r .  Adolfo Mascarenhas 
(Director of BRALUP and Rukwa Project LeaCkr), Dr .  Bruce  King (expert 
provi&d by ODM to BRAL,UP), Idr is  Kikula and Jams Ngana (Rukwa 
Project Participants and ID17C trainees) and Sitna bbhanm& (recent 
addition to BRALUP mte Sensing team). The third trainee, f m  the 
Serengeti Research ~ n s t i t u t e ,  Feroz Khurji, is no longer associa- 
with the group. His departme is variously attributed to  dissatis- 
faction i&th the enphasis of the project and general malaise a t  the 
Serengeti Institute. 
DIE t o  a BRALUP r e v i e w  in p m g ~ s s  a t  the t h  of the mission (instigated 
by SIm, its principal donor) no metings -re possible on Saturday, 
No-r 24. The free days *re used to p ~ l i m i n a r y  drafts of 
the mission's reports for IQ l i  and the Sudan. 
On mnday mrning, N o v a b r  26, the mission inspected fac i l i t i es  
of the Departrrent of Surveys and Mapping, which is beginning t o  
cooperate in RmAe Sensing, and of BRALUP. Extensive discussicms 
rere held la te r  w i t h  the project trainees. A review meeting was 
held with the project staff  a t  BRALUP on No&r 27 t o  ccanplete 
the mission's activit ies in Tanzania. 
b) Project Negotiations 
IDIIC1s interest provided the f i r s t  apportunity for  BRALUP (and 
Tanzania) t o  beccone involved i n  the use of m t e  Sensing in an 
organized way. 
A t  the the of the negotiatians, BRAUTP1s goals and responsibilities 
tcxlJards the Rukwa regicm m a r e d  to have been fa i r ly  wll established. 
BRALIP had been asked t o  prepare the " R u r a l  Integrated Developmnt 
Plan" (RIDEP) for the mte Rukwa region, cme of twnty  such regions 
in the country. The preparation of RIDEP s for all the other regions 
had previously been accepted by various external donor agencies 
(including CIDA) . But Rukwa, principally because of its mmteness, 
was not attractive t o  these agencies. 
This factor, ccsnbined w i t h  the near complete lack of informtion 
on the region, led the BRALUP team to consider the use of satel l i te  
imagery for the resource mapping and analysis which were an 
inportant elerrent of the plan. It was a t  this point that IDRC 
offered to make its support available. 
F m  BRALUP1s point of view, the project had t o  meet hm goals : 
- ?ro met imnediate governrent requirements for the 
Rukwa "RIDEP" to  which BRALUP was oomnitted. 
- ?ro establish a solid basis for future research 
in the applicatim of m t e  sensing to resoure 
inmtory  
BRALUI? therefore envisaged three cmponents to their  project: 
- f i r s t  and f o m s t ,  t o  &ark on the w l i c a t i o n  
of the technology for the Rukwa RIDEP; 
- t o  obtain essential training to accarplish the 
b d i a t e  goals; 
- to support the BRALUP mandate to p m t e  the use 
of renote sensing in certain dvelopmt sectors, 
paricularly planning. 
!he seems to have been no significant misunderstandings arising 
f m  the negotiations. 
c )  Project Schedule 
I D E  - TanzaniaEkha project was accepted in la te  May 1976. 
Prior to c o m e n c e ~ ~ ~ ~ t  of training, preliminary f ie ld  work and image 
analysis carried out in. Tanzania. mree Tanzanians received 
five m t h s  of training a t  Laurentian lhiversity under the direction 
of D r .  IQg-er Pitblado. Following the training, work began on the 
aperational mapping ccmponent of the project. This phase included 
a t  least four m t h s  of field work divided amng several groups and 
individual safaris. !J%e orders for equi-t were placed upon the 
carpletion of the training. 
A t  this point in the project, a series of delays mre encountered 
These necessitated an i n i t i a l  13 m t h  extension of the termination 
date to the end of May 1979. During this period of th i s  extension 
it should be noted that the original principal investigator, D r .  
Fkscarenhas, was i n  Geneva on a UN agency assignment. D r .  King 
was fortunately available t o  take over his project respansibilities. 
Had this substitution not been possible, the inpact on the project 
of the project leader's absence would likely have been disastrous. 
The IDRC further agreed t o  extend the termination date unt i l  the 
end of August 1979. A t  date of visit, h m v e r ,  the project was still 
not cmsi&red off ic ia l ly  terminated. 
D r .  Mascarenhas created a most favourable inpression on the mission. 
He is clearly a scientist  of considerable intelligence, a careful planner 
and able to make things work about as b e l l  a s  anybcdy in the context 
of Tanzania. That he s&ow appears t o  d n t a i n  an island of relative 
order and direction in a sea of chaos a t tes t s  to h i s  abi l i t ies .  
Lhfortunately, such a valuable c d i t y  is i n  high demnd and the 
ca l l s  upan h i s  t k  obviously exceed the hours in the day. M n  
though administrative ckmnds mst severely l i m i t  h i s  ab i l i ty  for 
personal, professional, project involvmmt, it is ap-t that  
he enjoys the respect of his staff  on both a personal and professional 
level. 
D r .  King seems a ccmpetent, real is t ic ,  highly mtivated and patient 
individual. He  appears to work and c m c a t e  easily w i t h  his 
African colleagues. A strong character, he has clearly exerted a 
sanewhat dominating in f l ence  on the d e v e l o p a t  and orientation of 
ideas. Although i n  sane respects t h i s  can be seen as a negative 
factor (he does so m h  himself), the fact  tha t  his inflwnce is 
l-ly sound and positive makes such criticism on principle rather 
di f f icul t .  He  is i n  the classic expatriate p red icmnt  i n  Tanzania 
- i f  he doesn't do it, who will? 
C)ne does not c a ~  to reflect  on the future of B m U P  should ei ther o r  
both of these individuals leave. The case of B W U P  certainly provides 
graphic evidence of the importance in the African context of that 
valuable , essential,  c d t y  - leadership. One is also forced to 
recognize the extent t o  which the potential and success of any 
endeavour are dependent upm it. 
Idris Kikula and Jams Ngana are both competent professianals i n  the i r  
respective f ields w i t h  the confidence necessary to be inquisitive and 
innovative in new fields which are relevant to them. Their respective 
research act iv i t ies  a t  the master's level are sound and encouraging. 
Although both are c d c a t i v e  and express themselves clearly, Mr. 
Kikula has the advantage of greater experience. He mps of 
the major physio-econanic types of the Rdwa region and m i t o r e d  changes 
i n  vegetation, while Mr. Ngana up-dated the hydrology map of this 
region. These tvm m could no doubt find attractive posit ims 
virtually anywhere that emrtise in remte sensing is i n  demand. 
Although D r .  King' s in£ l m c e  is clearly visible, as  noted previously, 
the nature and effect of this inf lence  make it diff icul t  t o  cr i t ic ize  
except rather shallowly. 
Sitna Pbharmred was not a participant in the ID= pm ject . She received 
SOLIE training through the FA0 p r o g r m  which is referred t o  in the 
pmject f i l e  and has been mrking on the preparation of so i l s  maps. 
Upon campletion of her qraduate program i n  pedoloqy, it is intended 
that she w i l l  join the BRALUP s taff  as part  of the m b s e n s i n g  team. 
This is noted primarily a s  tangible evidence of BRALUP1s apparent 
c d t m n t  to the expansion of mte sensing activit ies as  a result 
of the IDWJ support. 
e) Training 
The training c a p n e n t  of the pmject  was planned for the period January 
t o  May 1977, and was condwted a t  laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario. 
In  this regard, IDK! contracted for the services of Roger Pitblado and 
Gerald 0. Tapper. Mr. Topper was responsible for the bulk of the basic 
remote sensing i n s t r u c t i o n a l e  D r .  Pitblado treated digi ta l  processing 
and toak charge of on-site inwstigations. Mr. Mascarenhas informed us 
that D r .  Pitblado had been on the BRALUP s taff  for two years and that his  
familiarity w i t h  Tanzania was a factor in h i s  favour. 
~aurentian University i n  scarre ways was a rather surprising choice i n  
1977 among other Canadian institutions. The Vniversity is not part- 
icularly known for its program or activit ies in  mte sensing. 
Nor are the faculty m g  the mre intensively involved i n  the f ield 
in Canada. The BRALUP people feel  that  the selection of Laurentian 
my have been a Canadian "political" decision although influences which 
might haw heen brought t o  bear *re not explained and ( i f  any) are 
probably not known. The c o m t  is simply passed on here for h a t -  
ever it may =veal of peaple's thinking. 
It is  apparent, throu* discussion with the trainees, hcwever, that  
the t rah ingg  was i n  mst respects sat isfacbry.  D r .  Pitblado 
was especially c c a n p l h t e d  for h i s  constant m c e m  for the ~ 1 1  being 
of the trainees. It was noted, by the trainees, that  although the 
course treated all  areas of the technology the= seemed t o  be a basic 
philosophical ccmflict amng the faculty as regards the relative mrits 
of visual and q t e r  techniques for image analysis. It is apparent 
that ,  as  is a l l  too often the case, these approaches were treated as 
mutually exclusive. The problem is exacerbated for the trainees when 
trainers are divided m g s t  themselves. 
In  ~ t r o s p e c t  , it appears that Dr .  Pitblado, like mst peaple a t  the 
t im, was not himself sufficiently exprienced with the digi ta l  
ana lys i s technips  t o  be total ly realistic in  h i s e d a t i o n s .  
The fact  that  the trainees did not participate significantly i n  the 
conduct of the analysis is a serious omission as their involverrent 
and local knmledge could no doubt have contributed t o  a mre positive 
analysis. Consi&rable time and e f for t  was spent by the trainees 
rather unproductively attempting t o  use wst ionab le  and unfamiliar 
ccanputer output in  isolation f m  other possible approaches. Only 
on return t o  Tanzania was a mre rea l i s t i c  integration of these 
approaches made. D r .  King's practical (though perhaps smwhat 
restricted) evaluation of the role of d iq i ta l  analysis facil i tated t h i s  
par t ia l  adjustrent. ?he basic limits inposed by the isolated manner 
in vhich the i n i t i a l  canputer classification was done, undoubtedly 
placed the ultimate l i m i t  on ut i l i ty .  
The authors wish to stress that  these above camments are in no way 
intended as  a specific criticism of Dr .  Pitblado or  the L a m t i a n  
pmgramne. The criticism rather is of the state-of-the-art of catputer 
image analysis in 1977. ?his technology is evolving very rapidly. 
A t  that  t i n e ,  although the technoloqy of data processing was very 
sophisticated, general knowledge of how t o  w l y  it real is t ica l ly  and 
constructively almost u n i ~ r s a l l y  lagged. 
Had the digi ta l  analysis been undertaken today, it could have rrn& more 
usefully applied. In general, the training p r o g r m  ,while not likely 
m g  the best available i n  Canada, was quite strong and demnstrated a 
camndable balance kith clearly helped provide the BRALUP trainees 
with a broad and flexible preparation for  the i r  future mrk. 
In a general way Tanzania prefers training i n  the corntry mder 
local conditions, going outside m l y  for omasional saninars. The 
Tanzanians w r e  highly ccarp1im.nta.y about the good organization 
and usefulness of the Nairobi workshap. 
The major pieces of equiprrrtnt are in  good cmdi t im  and installed i n  
excellent fac i l i t i es  i n  the B M U P  building. m y  ar~ .soon to be 
m d  to a new wing of the building h i c h  w i l l  be devoted exclusively 
to the mte sensing programre. The colour additive viewr is used 
extensively and is w e l l  mintained. The densitmeter is of smwhat  
limited u t i l i t y  a t  present but has been used by Stewn Kajula, BMUP's 
w e l l  trained and ca rp t en t  photo technician. This piece of equipment 
w i l l  be ~tnrch more intensively used i f  BRAUJP suceeds in obtaining 
support for  a much needed photo processing laboratory whiclz - would be 
under the direction of M r .  Kajula. The capability W do research on 
photographic image pmductim optimized to the local env i romnt  would 
be a significant step tcrward the developmmt of a very valuable indigenous 
expertise and capability. Initial experimnts i n  image reproductionsin 
coaperation with the Ministry of Surveys are most encouraging considering 
the fac i l i t i es  available. 
F o ~ i g n  exchange being i n  very short supply, it is diff icul t  tobuy 
things outside, including sa te l l i t e  iroagery. This partly explains 
BRALUPts wish t o  build and operate its own photo processing facility. 
The Director is  most anxious to insta l l  a faci l i ty  wSlich w i l l  k able 
to print the hiqh quality coloured maps which he feels are important to 
persuade people, and especially those a t  high levels, of the importance 
of sc~rrething and to mbilize actim. The e z u s e  t o  create another 
mapping service is that  the government mapping office is slaw and in- 
efficient and cannot deliver and , most of a l l ,  it cannot be expected 
to produce the thematic mps wSlich BIiALUP particularly needs. 
g) &search and Field Activities 
With the exceptim of final rrap production, clerical  and support act ivi t ies ,  
the project work undertaken by BRALUP was carried out by the trainees. 
?lac appmach adopted for the use of remYte sensing was t o  consider the 
imge products a s  only me (albeit very inportant) data source wSlich might 
be used in the work. The research and image interpretation activitiesseem 
to have been we11 supported by field work. The mandate g i m  to BRAUIP to 
carry out the Rukwa RIDEP obviously contributed to  the cca-pleteness w i t h  
wh ich  the work was carried out. In other words, it was clearly in  BRFVIUP's 
best interest that  the work be thorough, conp?lete and ccanpetitive w i t h  
similar RIDEP projects k i n g  carried out elsewhere by others. 
?he research team found the conputer classification output to be 
useful regionally but of limited relevance in detai l .  lbst of the 
final interpretation relied on visual t e c h n i p s .  Exanples of 
ccmputer enhanced imagery obtained la te  in the project =re deemd 
t o  be of great value ccsnpared with standard imagery. This l a t t e r  
a s s e s m t  would be almost universally supported. 
It was  noted that ,  since the Laurentian laboratory had little in the 
way of e q u i p n t ,  same tirtle was required t o  fully appreciate the cap- 
abi l i t ies  of the equiprent acquil?ed for  BRALUP. In future, these 
w i l l  be used more extensively i n  reaearch and aperational NO&. 
%re is little doubt that the n a t m  and extent of IDFC support to 
BRALUP was  t h l y  and appropria*. BRALUP particularly appreciated 
the ID= approach which encourages direct, professional dialogue 
between donor and recipient agency. The understanding shored by 
ID= i n  a m i n g  t o  take over respansibility for e q u i p n t  purchases 
was particularly appreciated. Although there was a reluctance to 
cr i t ic ize  the consultant i n  view of h i s  largely positive contribution, 
it was noted that,  i n  spite of h i s  Tanzanian experience, someone with 
w a t e r  practical experienae in the application and integration of 
mte sensing in resource inventory wuld have been more appropriate. 
It was f e l t  that IDFC should have been more aware of Tanzania's limited 
capability tx~ produce thematic maps and provided more a s s i s t a m ,  both 
technical and financial, here. 
It was expressedly mentioned by the Tanzanians that  they =re never 
info& haw mmh of the IDX administered portion of the budqet was 
spent, nor haw. They obviously feel  that they should be informed by 
us of this and that ,  in  particular, they should know i f  there is any 
m y  l e f t  over and consulted on how it should be spent. 
The mmputer tapes are apparently still a t  La-ntian with Dr .  Pitblado 
while the Tanzanians feel  they should be held a t  IDFC on their behalf. 
In camtrm w i t h  the other projects visited, the Tanzanians feel  that 
the project was too short. 
While a vehicle was not r q m s t e d  o r  offered, it would have been very 
useful at the field investigation stage. 
The qc~s t ion  of h m  active IDFC should be in a project is a delicate 
. The line b e e n  essential assistanae and inhibiting interference 
can be very di f f icul t  to draw. Likely its perception would vary betwen 
IDX and the recipient. In general, IDFCts fa i r ly  trusting policy is 
respected. One must  consider, h m v e r ,  i f  m w h a t  closer interactim 
on such performance matters as  narrative and financial report sutnnission 
might not have the secondary benefit of improving management practices 
i n  the recipient agency. Once an atmsphere of t rus t  and respect is 
established, the qpportunities for  positive reinforcemmt are greatly 
increased. IDFC is widely f e l t  to be a positive influsnce. If praperly 
executed, scmwhat closer performance evaluation need not r isk  any real 
-- 
loss of e s w  in  the eyes of recipients. 
By virte of i ts organizatim as  a research bureau w i t h i n  a unimrsity, 
BRALUP is in  a f a v o d  situation t o  undertake sponsored project mrk. 
Considerable human resources can be devoted t o  the work since the part- 
icipants use projects for  thei r  post-graduate f ield studies. A t  the 
same tim, the Bureau possesses a professional s ta f f  which is involved 
primarily i n  aperational research. 
I f  any deficiencies can be =@zed i n  BRAI;UPf s support of the project 
they can be attributed to the relatively high activi ty level a t  the 
Bureau in  general This is particularly the case of the Director. It 
is abvious that ,  in a country conspicuously short of both, h i s  eneqy 
and -tence ha= inevitably lead to ovemcntdtmnt, a situation which 
is unfortunate for t k  individual involved, and almost inevitable. 
BRALUP offered an interesting variation an the continuing thm of 
vehicles. Although a vehicle was not requested, it was stressed that 
in  Africa adequate ground transport is ofterr the determining factor 
in a project's success. Whereas a t  the tim of the IDFC project, 
vehicles =re fortunately available a t  BRALUP, Mascarenhas stated 
that  naw the provision of necessary ~ ~ h i c l e s  has virtually b e m ~  
a prerequisite to accepting any project. 
It appears that  the f inal  tern extension has primarily necessitated 
by delays i n  completing the required themtic mapping. In i t ia l  
enquiries by BRALUP determined that maps of acceptable quality could 
not be produced in  Tanzania, a t  least  not in  a useful the. Professor 
~scaxenhas advised that the production of high quality colour m p  
products muld man the difference beheen a prodwt which would be 
scientifically validbut l a q l y  ignored and one vhich could influence 
planners and decision-makers. Ch this point the mission can only 
reconmend that Professor &mxrenhas' experience with Tanzanian author- 
i t i e s  probably justifies h i s  decision to have the mps prodwed outside 
the country, although i f  this practice is to be ccmmnplaae this 
assertion, costs and alternatives should a l l  be closely assessed. 
The rmps e ~ n t u a l l y  =re prepared a t  Clark University, with which BRALUP 
has had previous association, and fram unexpended funds available in  
one of its project budgets. A s  a result of this mps of excellent, 
i f  smwhat luxurious, quality are now available. 
A t  the t h  of the evaluation, the particpants had not yet  subanitted 
the terminal narrative and financial reports required by IDR2 and 
requested by the cap t ro l l e r  i n  a letter dated April 9, 1979. 
Although a manuscript has reportedly been prepared, Professor 
Mascarenhas was reluctant to se t  a date for  submission of the f inal  
report. Now tha t  the project, as it concerns BRALUP , is largely over 
with thei r  goals being sat isfactori ly acheived, it is not d i f f icul t  
t o  understand the situation ~ c h  has developed. Although the report 
is a relatively minor effor t ,  the director' s act iv i t ies  are undoubtedly 
directed to the v i t a l  problem of securing future external support for 
the Bureau's act ivi t ies.  The excuses given -re that  them was a 
delay in  having the maps prepaxed by Clark University and that  the 
University of Dar-es-Salaam's Bursar's Office is sluw and inefficient. 
Mascarenhas expressed the hupe that  BRALUP might s m  be granted the 
status of Inst i tute (independent of the University). Such a change 
would permit, m g  other things, mre independent financial manage- 
mt and operation. The participants -re advised that not only is the 
report a r e q u i m t  of ID=, but its p m q t  sdxnission would create a 
mre favourable impression of BRALUP I s  m a n a g m t  capabilities. Raising 
the subject caused same embarrasmmt all around. 
j )  Local Capability 
Substantially dm t o  the IDRC in i t ia t ive ,  a centre of m t e  sensing 
expertise now exists  w i t h i n  BRALW. After the experience gained i n  
tk preparation of the Rukwa RIDEP, the BRALUP team appars  t o  have 
established leaarsh ip  in the application of remJte sensing to 
resource evaluation in Tanzania. In fact ,  it feels  that in three 
years, working the R d w a  project, it prodmed a product mi& my 
serve as a mdel for land resource analysis for the mole of Tanzania. 
BRALUP has undertaken an extensive program of information dissemination 
and technology transfer throughout the mhisteries.  A s  a result, 
considerable interest  appears t o  be developing concerning the potential 
for the use of remte sensing techniques in situations e r e  data is 
lacking and is too costly o r  time c o n s h q  to abtain by other means. 
It goes without saying that  BRALW, l ike  any other centre of expertise 
in &velaping countries, is very vulrrerable in erms of depth of 
personnel. A t  the pmsent time a t  BRALUP there are only three Tanzanian 
Ph . D. ' s , s ix  other Tanzanians who are considered "in training" and f ive 
e x p t r i a e s  - a Lkp-dan, a DutchEuI, a N o m i a n ,  a D a n e  and D r .  King 
h o  is British. It W i l l  take a nunher of years of steady devel-t 
and support, both internally and through the action of outside funding 
agencies, t o  insure the d e v e l o p n t  of a sufficient nunher of trained 
professionals who can provide the f u l l  range of essential technical 
knowledge and services. 
k) The Clientele and Future Activities 
NORAD and W I D A  are funding projects a t  BRALUP which w i l l  use remote 
sensing. BRALUP is firmly established as the centre of excellence for, 
and coordinator of,  remb sensing i n  Tanzania. Bbst of the new wing 
wil l  be devoted t o  mte sensing activities and, if funds can be 
found, it is  intended t o  ins ta l l  both photoprooessing and map prodming 
facil i t ies.  
It is hcpd to obtain further support f m  the IDFC for these act ivi t ies  
but for what specific mrk,  and when a n q ~ s t  might be received, is 
anybody's guess. A n-r of ministries, especially the Ministry of 
Water, Ehergy and Minerals, have shown interest in the kind of mps, 
especially themtic maps, which BRALUP has been able t o  develop using 
mmte sensing technology and have indicated they muld be willing t o  
pay for su& a senrice =re it available. 
The Norwgian Water %sources Information Planning team is using remote 
sensing data. 
The activity has the support of the Tanzania National Scienoe Research 
Council and a coordinating body, (the National =te Sensing Advisory 
Camnittee), charged w i t h  directing training, disseminating information 
and organizing workshops, mts every s ix  weks, 
Unfortunately, a t  least in the view of BRAUJP, the Ministry char- 
w i t h  being the ministerial focal point for mte sensing is the 
Ministry of Agriculture rather than as heretofore and mre logically, 
the Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals (these may m t  be the 
precise names of these ministries). 
Fbbert Mlond, in his account of his March 1980 visit to Tanzania, 
reports that ministerial responsibility has reverted back t o  the 
Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals) . 
Apart f m  a few with l b z a n h i p ,  and m cantunication with the 
EA/USAID sponsored m w t e  sensing unit i n  Nairobi, there are few 
regimal contacts a t  the present TIME. The Tanzanians feel, howver, 
that for the the being l b z a n b i p ,  and such other neighbouring 
countries as Rwanda and Burundi, muld be better off going t o  
Tanzania than to North &rica and Eurape. 
1. No project had received the report of the Nairobi workshop. A s  the 
meeting was held in March 1978, this  seems a noteworthy d s s i o n  . 
IS Division explained t o  us that the delay was  in authorization to 
release the report rather than in its preparation. On the other 
hand, w understand that each project was to s W t  to the rapporteur 
its report on the workshop and it seems that none of the African 
projects which w visited actually did. We l e f t ,  w i t h  each project, 
three copies of the report which was appreciated. 
A l l  projects wre enp>hatic that the t h  all- to do the project 
was too short. Yet several s e m d  to have actually a ~ l i s h e d  what 
work they did do in fewr  m t h s  than the figure allotted in their 
GCL's. This ve p r e s m  is accounted for by delayed starts after 
acceptance which necessitated shortening the t e r m  in order to conform 
to the GCL deadline. Tlae part of the projects mst reversely effected 
by the short project term was the development of what might be called 
the 'product' - maps, infomtion, etc. 
3. All African projects f e l t  that  the ID= was sonewhat secretive on budget 
matters. The recipients' understanding was that, once the projects wre 
approved, the m e y  becarre in effect theirs, and that the IDFC should 
haw been mre candid and forthcominq in discussing unspent balances, 
amounts available, expenditures, e tc  . They a l l  think that the projects 
terminated with unspent funds which should have been made available 
t o  them to contin= project activities. Projects also ccanplained 
of delays in  the actual remittance of funds and w assm that, i f  in 
fact there vere delays, they wre in part due to formalities and GCL 
canditions, for the payment of installmnts, not being satisfied by 
recipients. 
4. The training was generally not appropriate for domestic reali t ies,  
e.g.digita1 analysis when there are no fac i l i t i es  in the countries 
to do this type of work. 
5. Too little the of consultants was provided. Consultants should 
have visited m r e  often and, on each visit, for longer periods. 
6. There is no significant national budgetary financial comnitment in 
any country to  support substantial remote sensing activi t ies.  It 
is new technology, transferred fmloutside and in the rredium term, 
t o  survive, i t  mst cmtinue t o  be funded from outside. Its importance 
is recognized a t  the professional and even a t  the policy level, but 
this recognition has not yet managed to a t t rac t  funding from indigenous 
resources. So the IDFC s h o p  that it provides seed m e y  t o  get  
saW31ing started and that ,  once started and the usefulness established, 
national resources carry it on, is certainly precocious here and 
probably generally *re new technology is introduced by outside 
donor agencies. Our hope and theory are undoubtedly mted in our 
assmption that ,  as countries develcp?, they have mre human and material 
resources f m  vhich t h y  can draw to carry on endeavours started by 
outsiders. Unfortunately, in mst E ' s  these resources do not seem 
to be developing fas t  enough even to  look after expanding needs in 
traditional sectors, let alone permit taking an new ones. The poorest 
countries l i teral ly  l m h  f m  project to project, for both priority 
and secondary needs. 
7. Recipients f e l t  that it was totally out of the question t o  expect 
their purchasing services t o  make equipment acquisitims for outside 
donor funded projects. They simply do not have the facil i t ies,  systems 
and abil i t ies to  make choices, obtain prices, place orders and arrange 
deliveries. That IDFC understands and accepts this (unlike same 
agencies, notably CIDA) is much appreciated. With equiprmt should 
came spare parts, setting up instnctions and, where mcessaq, expert 
setting up assistance. 
8. A t  least in the three African countries, map production faci l i t ies  
are primitive, inefficient and generally inadequate. 
9. The Nairobi mrkshop, bringing together people f m  a l l  the projects 
and resource people, was considered by a l l  participants as a most 
i n s t m t i v e  and generally useful exercise. 
10. IDRC was criticized as being rather rigid when it came t o  cansidering 
i tself  making equi-t and vehicle purchases, bdget  alterations, tern 
extensions, training supplemnts, etc. 
11. There was general difficulty in negotiating an appropriate project 
agreemnt with a relatively unknm agency for an activity involving 
an almost totally obscure technology. 
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D . CONCLUSIONS AND FECOIvlMENDATIONS 
1. The projects achieved their training objectives except insofar as 
too m h  of the training was in remcvte sensing techniqes for which 
there a m  no adequate faci l i t ies  in the countries in qestion. b r e  
training in  visual, rather than digital,  analysis would have been 
mre  apprwpriate. 
Analysis and thematic mapping fel.1 significantly short of objectives 
for rhich a n-r of reasons were given shortage of time (principally), 
lack of ground transport, inamrwpriateness of training, poor local 
map production facil i t ies,  seasonal factors, etc. 
It should be enphasized that all projects considered the training 
aspect as the mst inportant part of the projects, with the analysis 
and mapping ccnplerrrentary. 
2. The projects =re all located in countries classified as the very poorest 
and the human, institutional and financial resources of rhich were there- 
fore e x t m l y  limited. Giwn this  reality the objectives, in the & 
allotted, were not realist ic land achievable. 'Ihe project tern should 
have been longer in all cases, ground transport arrangemnts should have 
paid mre  attention to local reali t ies than t o  Centre general policies 
and prabably there should have been more on site visits fmm resource 
peuple and general administrative and financial support. 
&re, perhaps, it should be noted that ,  i n  the mid seventies, when 
these projects were being considered, expctat ions of the new Landsat 
technology were cammnly mr-optimistic . Expectations have been 
more real ist ical ly scaled since. Similarly, what a poor country 
could do with the technology, and the kind of support which muld be 
necessary t o  transfer it, was consequently underestimated. It is 
relevant to  ask i f  many developed corntries could have done much 
mre with the mney, and in the time, allotted to these projects. 
3. The projects have certainly developed scientif ic  personnel. We met 
mst of the trainees i n  M a l i ,  the Sudan and Tanzania arad here uniformly 
impressed with their knowledge, interest  and enthusiasm for the 
technology and its potential for developmnt uses. The majority 
were still involved indirectly i n  mte sensing work and the others 
were reporbd t o  be accessible i f  required. 
W e  wuld rate the ef fectiv=ness of the three training progranms i n  
the foll&g order: GM'A (Mal i )  , Laurentian (Tanzania) and P u r d ~  
(the Sudan). The GDCA was the most professional and appmpriate, 
L a m t i a n  the least  experienced and Purdue the least  appmpriate. 
This is not a reproach of any inst i tute;  it mus t  be borne in  mind 
that testing different philosqhies and techniques for  the apl ica t ion  
of mte sensing data was an inherent objective of the overall 
exercise. 
Institutional capability is more d i f f icu l t  to assess. In mli, the 
institutional env i romnt  is shoddy physically and seems chaotic 
administratively. In  the Sudan there is a real danger of diffusion 
of effor t ,  duplication and waste as there has not yet emrged a central 
recognized centre of excellence for th technology. In Tanzania the 
team and admhistrative/physical s e t  up are the mst impressive but w 
must doubt, given the general bureaucratic inefficiency and lethargy 
prevailing in  the country and upon which any endeavour must be ultimately 
dependent for results, what can really be done even with the best w i l l .  
~~t is in place in Sudan and Tanzania but is under-utilized, espec- 
i a l ly  i n  the Sudan. Tho l i t t le attention was paid to  set t ing up equipment, 
training in its use, and spare parts. 
4. The IDX undoubtedly brought meaningful remote sensing technology t o  
Mali, the Man and Tanzania, unarguably in terms of involving local 
scientists.  But, i n  each country, it has only a feeble toe hold. 
Tb survive, l e t  alone develop, ccmtinued outside support is necessary 
as no country has the resources for, o r  the conviction yet t o  
reallocate resources to, this activity. In assessing what IDX 
might have done better, it must be xmmkered that  technology 
transfer in general, and mte sensing in particular,  wre n e w  
qctivities for the IDX and that, deliberately, It was decided to 
support projects in the very poorest category of countries. 
This said, the IDRC could have enhanced the usefulness of its support 
by: consenting to longer terms, making a mre intensive and thoughtful 
survey of hcalcondit ions,  rea l i t i es  and capabilities and then deterc- 
mining Gene and rrxipient contributions in consequence, providing mars 
technical assistance and sm guidance in the administrative areas of 
report submission and financial record keeping and reporting, and making 
a more apprapriate selection of trainers and training prcgrattms. 
5. The professionals involved in remote sensing are sold m the important 
contribution which it can make a s  another developtent tool. They have 
mde efforts  t o  disseminate this convictim m g s t  potential users and 
decision-makers who, frogn what we are told, are also convinced. It 
is alee, h m v e r ,  evident that given the newness of the technology 
and the preoccupation of the countries with other pr ior i t ies ,  h m v e r  
useful it is perceived to be it w i l l  be sm +&re before it can 
capture real  attentian and, even more important, national financial 
resources. In the m a n t h  , it must rely, for  survival, upon 
external funding f m  donor agencies. In sumnary, two steps have been 
taken and the role of the IDX in t h i s  has been determinant, but the 
a l l  important third step is still t o  be taken. 
6. No significant regional o r  international linkages have been mde either 
between projects o r  w i t h  other countries of the region o r  continent 
beyond contacts w i t h  the ECA regional rem3te sensing centres in Ouagadougou 
and Nairobi. It muld seem p m t u r e  t o  expect them. There also has been 
no ccrmmication betmen the five IDRC projects beyond the Nairobi 
workshop held in 1978. 
7. While the acquisition of remote sensing image data is a "high technology", 
many of the analysis and application technologies are not and are w11 
w i t h i n  the capability of e m  the poorest countries. The constraints to 
use are mre in  the realms of sel l ing t o  potential users and policy- 
rakers the h p r t a n o e  of the technology for devel-t and the need of 
a thorough knowledge both of the technology and the andi t ions  of the 
recipient so that an endeavour m y  be appmpriate to the realities of 
both and thereby have som chance of effective transfer. 
8. It is  dif f icul t  t o  go beyond this and t o  make m r e  general c m t s  
on the feasibil i ty of technology transfer as an activi ty and as one 
appropriate for  IDIC involvmsnt. It must rather be considered i n  
the context of particular technologies t o  be transferred to the 
circumstances of particular countries. 
Famte sensing has an inprtant and exciting potential to contribute 
significantly to the development of poor countries through assisting 
in the process of acquiring knowledge of natural resources cost 
effectively and w i t h i n  an acoeptable tirre frame. 
9. We hesitate to recananend supporting additional projects of this kind in 
other countries. The projects supported provide a varied sampling 
of country circumstances and of the challenge and problesns of trans- 
ferring mte sensing technology to less developed countries to permit 
judgments t o  be made on m ~ l o g y  and effectiveness. mwever, as 
the terms of a l l  projects ere really very shrt  to implant such a 
novel technology, and as  d f e s t l y  its s-rt must depend on outside 
resources in  the short and =dim term, consideration perhaps could 
be given to a second phase of the best project, o r  perhaps Ism projects 
Smh second phases could include additional training, especially of tech- 
nicians providing essential support services: mapping, photoprocessing, 
etc., equipnent and vehicles and, principally, research expenses for 
the proper mapping and analysis exercises which f e l l  short in a l l  the 
i n i t i a l  projects. Bolivia, which w did not v i s i t ,  but of *ich e 
heard ccarp?limntary things, could be a candidate, should the poli t ical  
situation of the m m n t  allow a project to be carried out i n  reasonable 
circumstances. Of the African projects, Tanzania, which has managemmt 
, trained people and fac i l i t i es ,  might be considered. But, before 
doing anything with Tanzania, its performance on the f i r s t  project and 
t k  real extent of national policy and user d t r r r s n t  to the tech- 
nology, should receive a mre careful investigation than t h  permitted 
us; p e r f o m c e  is always a question mark in th i s  land of high ideals, 
attractive articulate people and logist ical  and administrative chaos. 
%s Surdan might also be considered. Its very s ize  a t t rac t s  one to the potential 
benefits there of Landsat technology. The people trained were quite 
impressive and there is obvious interest  on the part of planners and 
policy makers even i f  it seerns a li t t le haphazard i n  its expression. 
It must always be borne in mind, i n  considering a second phase of an 
African project, that none of them bui l t  i n  its f i r s t  phase what muld 
be considered a solid foundation for  future activi t ies.  
It s h u l d  f inally be mentioned that  considerable support is now being 
made available by multinational (e.g. IBRD, FAO, Inter-American ~~~~~~t 
Bank) and hilateral  (Canada, France, Holland, Germany, U. S.A. ) agencies 
in the general f ie ld  of r a t e  sensing and this may reduce the oppor- 
tunities, and responsibilities, of a pioneering organization like 
IDFC for straight technology transfer exercises. It is certainly important, 
and feasible i n  this relatively new field,  to know what act iv i t ies  
other donors are supporting i n  order to assure that ID= supported 
projects ccanplemnt rather than duplicate. 
10. While the Centre supported projects were certainly mre i n  the nature 
of technology transfer than 'research' exercises, the integration of 
mte sensing data and methods w i t h  conventional approaches, to carry 
out resources napping, lies clearly i n  the dcanain of applied research. 
11. It cannot be said that,  as  a result  of these projects, the 
recipient cowtries are significantly better equipped to negotiate 
access t o  international Landsat data but this is more because, 
a t  this point i n  the develqmnt and poli t ics of the technology, 
it is  mre relevant for  the i n t e m d i a t e  p a e r s  like Canada, -den 
and Australia to be involved in such z t i v i t i e s .  While the a ~ l i c -  
ation of Landsat data, using ap rop r i a t .  tedmiques, is w i t h i n  
the capability of LDC1s, it may fa i r ly  be said tha t  most act ivi t ies  
t o  do with i ts  acquisition should be l e f t  t o  more affluent and 
technologically advanced nations for the tim being. 
Nevertheless, of course, the project recipient countries are certainly 
able naw to attend international nreetings on the subject 
better i n f o m d  and are mre able to make decisims on what muld 
best serve their  particular interests.  
Perhaps an organizatim like the IDFC should concern i t s e l f  mre 
w i t h  things which a recipient and it belie= t o  be important 
but which, for a ntnrS3er of reasons, do not camand a '!high priority". 
For example, mte sensing may be seen as extremely inportant for  
the identification of areas suitable for agr icu l tu~e ,  which is, in  
turn, essential for food production, but the activi ty wil l  a t t rac t  -ly 
little support i f  people are starving and a more inmediate concern is 
feeding t b n  by whatever means and ewn i f  only for a short t h .  
The Information Sciences Division has supported a group of projects 
in sarne of the very least developed countries. F m  this  experience 
same significant lessons have been learned about the feasibility 
of transferring mte sensing technology f m  the developed to 
the less developed mrld,  and about technology transfer in general. 
A t  least w i t h  respect to the three African projects, w i t h  none can 
it truly be said that a solid foundation in the technology has been 
built which muld make additimal support, through second phase 
projects, imperative and productive. It is also f e l t  that l i t t l e  
muld be gained by supporting another round of similar projects 
in  different countries. Not much more muld be learned and we 
cannot be sanguine that, w i t h  small budget/mll term projects, 
the technology muld be any better established than in  the cases of 
tk three African projects. If the technology transfer in Bolivia 
seems better mted, continuing political instability there suggests 
caution for tk time being. 
2. The authors have discussed with officers of the Information Sciences 
Division some program possibilities they envisage for the cartographic 
program, in developing mte sensing, in the i?rrrediate future. 
Although it is not strictly part of this evaluation, the following 
cements are offered: 
- The possibility has been discussed of the Centre 
supporting a resource person a t  the Centre Regional de 
l%l&i6lSction e t  Oucgarougon in Haute Volta who wuld 
primarily be involved in rmte sensing technology 
transfer and who might develop and counsel a ne-rk of 
small vertical programs in the region which muld also 
be funded by the IDRC. W e  are attracted by the concept 
of geographical concentration in so vast, varied and 
ccsnplex an area as Africa, by the strategy of mrking 
out of an existing regional centre, by the recognition 
of the necessity of technical assistance, and by the 
cooperative nebark approach. I f  i n  principle, the 
planning, the centre could offer support over a realis- 
t ica l ly  adequate period, it could be very helpful. 
Of course success would also depend greatly on how w e l l  
the centre is staffed, equipped and managed, the ccrmpe- 
tence of the IDRC resource person, the quality of the 
national mll projects selected and a l l  the other factors 
which, i n  developvmt, make o r  break even the mst in- 
spired ini t iat ives.  
The usefulness of supporting the transfer of appropriate 
mapping technologies i n  Africa is being considered. 
Certainly every African project cmplained forcefully of 
the inadequacy of the i r  national map production fac i l i t i es  
and services and mst especially i n  the area of thematic 
map productim.. Equally certain is the importance to 
developtmt planning and project execution of accurate 
maps of adequate quality. In other mrds it is important 
to develop the capability for presenting data, remotely 
sensed and from other sources, i n  cartographic formal 
usable by planners. There w i l l  be argumnts of what is 
'adRquate quality'. (We take issue with the Tanzania 
project: peoples contention that maps produced by Clark 
University, are of the very best quality, are essential to 
' sell ' policy makers on the necessity of taking certain 
devel-nt decisions. Because of the cost and delays of 
producing maps i n  th i s  way i n  or for a poor country like 
Tanzania, s m t h i n g  is quite distorted i f  this is so). 
But assisting i n  identifying an appropriate technology, 
and helping to transfer it, seem only a small part  of 
actually producing the map products tha t  are needed, and 
i n  a useful time. What about equipwnt, service and 
supplies? What about managamt? They are key areas 
in IMP production and ones in  which the standard IDRC 
project could have li t t le influence. The suggestion was 
perhaps to support a cartographer i n  Nairobi, Kenya, a t  
the Flegional Centre for Services in Surveying and Mapping 
and the Regional &mte Sensing Faculty w h  wanted than 
to be available to ass is t  i n  sore way in  mapping 
endeavours of countries in East and Central Africa. 
It was not clear to us whether there wuld also have to be 
support to mall national projects, perhaps linked i n  a 
network. 
3. Certainly adequate maps are as  necessary as they are lacking; a s  certainly 
there seam l i t t l e  agreement on v h t  mnstitutes an appropriate 
mapping technology ard there muld seem dm he a clear requi-nt 
for technical assistance. But any assistance contenplated should 
be carefully thought out to assure that ,  i n  the circumstances of 
the p t e n t i a l  beneficiaries, it has a chance of being significantly 
useful. 
4. This is an area of clear need but one in vhich the mdal i t i es  of 
effective assistance are tricky, and of course the elemst of 
'researcht, vhich muld justify the involwmnt of the Centre, is 
less apparent than the character of straight technology transfer. 
- A t  San JosS, Costa Rica, the possibility has been con- 
sidered of supporting a faci l i ty  there for the dissemina- 
tion of remte sensing information. It has been stated 
that one of the primary conditions for the d e v e l o ~ t  of
a viable remote sensing program is  access t o  technology. 
One of the mst severe limitations on access is imposed 
not by the technology i t se l f  but by the language in which  
its develo-t i s  recorded and i n  wh ich  current experience 
is made available. The barrier of language must be r e q -  
nized for it is already being encountered. Frcan the 
standpoint of developing countries, Spanish is the mst 
appropriate language to consider f i r s t  (the technology is 
already expressed in  French and English). 
such a dommntation centre is to provide access by 
Spanish-speakers to a level of technology adqui te  for 
self-sustained & ~ l m t r  then the authors ~ u l d r  
in  general terms, find the proposal supprtable. 
T k  authors have questioned the solidity of the technical foundations 
resulting fran the African projects. Should, nevertheless, it 
be decided to consider second phases of one or more of the f i r s t  
group of projects, the emphasis of the second phase projects 
should be on the devel-t of a 'product' such as a resource 
inventory, a land use plan, erosian studies, ccanparative crop 
condition studies, etc., i n  other mrds, that part of the f i r s t  
phase projects which in  all cases f e l l  short. It is generally 
considered that developing such a product, seriously and professionally 
muld be the best possible training vehicle. 
Howver, given the f ini te  financial resources of the Information 
Sciences Division, and the call upon these resources f m  other 
research areas w i t h i n  the Division'sgeneral f ie ld  of activity, 
obviously priori t ies must be established and choices made. It muld 
be inapropriate for the authors, who are not familiar with a11 the 
various demnds on the resources of the IS Division, t o  make 
specific recammdations a s  to the priority which muld be assigned 
by the Centre to a cartography program and in particular t o  follow 
on ramte sensing activities. It can be stated hever, that the 
IDRC experience have in the past, and its intentions as to  what 
best to do in the future, is cormmn to mst organizations supporting 
this technology. Hawwer, these organizations also show the belief 
that mte sensing is becaning an invaluable technology for the 
support of successful introduction of this technology w i l l  continue 
to require projects ~ i c h  recognize the needs for appropriate 
technology, expertise and support and useful output 
projects. 
